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From the Desk of the General Secretary

In Memoriam

Soumitra Chatterjee
(19.01.1935-15.11.2020)

Dear Members and Well-wishers,
Please accept our Greetings for all the major festivals of all communities during these
autumn months. After an interregnum during October-November, the Monthly Bulletin
of the Asiatic Society is back on its schedule still carrying the CORONA concussion. While
the month of December is pregnant with birthdays of a number of celebrities in the field
of Science, Literature and Humanities disciplines in our country as well as in other parts of
the world, this is also a month to remember certain important occasions which had their
far reaching socio-psychological impact on pan-human culture and civilization. We are not
yet out of our wounds caused by the declaration of world war (08.12.1941) or Bhopal gas
tragedy (02.12.1984) or demolition of Babri mosque (06.12.1992) on the one hand, we feel
inclined to be stimulated by the historical decision of Viceroy Lord Bentinck to stop sati
immolation (04.12.1829) or Kyoto Protocol to control emission of greenhouse gas by 150
countries of the world (11.12.1997). The World Human Rights Day (10th December) appeals
to our conscience a sense of re-assured judgment for moral values.
Since this month’s Bulletin highlights the context of human appreciation of Avian
Culture, let me relate the Asiatic Society’s historical contribution to this subject. The publication of the Centenary Review of the Asiatic Society (1784-1884) in its Chapter III, Section
I, P.N. Bose writes, ….”His (E. Blyth) Catalogue of Birds in the Asiatic Society’s collection was
published in 1849” (page 62). Again in page 64 he mentions about Colonel S.R. Tickell as
“one of the pioneers of Indian Ornithology”, and so on. Therefore, it seems that the archival
source of our Society is still very rich to be explored even now. Of course, we cherish in our
memory Ornithologist Salim Moizuddin Abdul Ali, popularly known as Salim Ali (12.11.1896
– 27.07.1987), who is remembered, among other achievements, for his auto-biographical
account entitled The Fall of a Sparrow (Oxford University Press, 1985). I would like to share
with you that our Society has very recently published Flying Feathers: Colour Drawings of Birds
in the collection of the Asiatic Society (1810-1815), edited by Professor Asok Kanti Sanyal, the
Biological Science Secretary of the Asiatic Society. This book was released in digital mode
on 04.11.2020 by Shri Soumen Mitra, IPS.
Friends, you will feel happy to note that we inaugurated on 09.11.2020 the Digital
Standee of the Society which will display our current academic programmes and other
important events.
The Election Committee is initiating to complete the pending election process for
the new Council for 2020-2022. This month’s Ordinary Monthly General Meeting will be
organized in virtual mode on 07.12.2020 at 5 p.m.
Friends when the manuscripts of this Bulletin were nearly ready for press we received
the utmost shocking news of passing away of Soumitra Chatterjee. No word is matching
enough to express our collective grief for the loss of this iconic cultural vanguard of Bengal
in particular. The Asiatic Society awarded Soumitra Chatterjee with Priya Brata Roy Gold
Medal in 2010 for his achievements in the field of drama. We pay our respectful homage
to the departed soul and remain in sympathy with the members of the bereaved family.
Let us hope for the best time to come soon. Please keep well and safe.
With regards to you all.
		
(S. B. Chakrabarti)
General Secretary
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In Memoriam

Tulika Sen

(08 May 1926 -18 October 2020)
Distinguished Physical Anthropologist Dr
Mrs Tulika Sen passed away at 20:00 hours on
18 of October 2020 at her Kolkata residence,
Saptaparni. She was 94+ years old and was
suffering from complications mainly due to
aging for the last few months. She was born
on the 8 of May 1926 in Dhaka District of preindependence India and was the youngest of
seven siblings. Dr Sen’s mother’s name is Late
Charubala Sen; and father Late Surendra Nath
Sen was a judge during British period. She was
married to Late Dr Dilip K. Sen, former Director of Anthropological Survey of India on 14
June 1951. Her husband always encouraged
her studies and Professoressional life. Though
she did not have any child of her own, she
left behind her countless children who really
enjoyed her motherly affection and now miss
her badly.
Dr Tulika Sen finished her schooling from
Sir Ramesh Mitter Girls’ High School in Kolkata
and graduation from the University of Calcutta in 1946. After finishing her post-graduation
from the same university in 1948, the next
year she joined as a junior technical assistant
in the Anthropological Survey of India. She
served there till 1951 and got admission at
the Harvard University with scholarship and
finished her masters in 1955. She was the gold
medallist in both BSc and MSc examinations
in the University of Calcutta. She earned
the distinction of being the first Indian lady
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graduate from Radcliffe College, Harvard. She
returned to India and during 1956-58 she
worked in one ICMR project on growth and
development of children at Lucknow centre.
From 1958-63 she was a lecturer in Anthropology in Loreto College, Lucknow.
During July 1965 and July 1968 she had a
fellowship from the University Grants Commission and carried out research on growth
and development. She received her PhD
degree in Anthropology from the University
of Calcutta in 1971 for her work on Growth
and Development of Bengalee Girls under
the guidance and supervision of Professor Dr
M N Basu. This piece of work is published as a
book by the Anthropological Survey of India.
Dr Sen was appointed as a lecturer in
Anthropology in the University of Calcutta
in 1972 and retired as Reader in 1991. She
was closely associated with the Indian Anthropological Society, The Asiatic Society,
Indian Institute of Bio-Social Research And
Development (IBRAD) and the Association of
Gerontology (India).
Her field of research was demography;
biosocial Anthropology, growth, development and nutrition of children; fertility and
associated factors; Physiological and Physical Changes in Male and Female Populations
in Different Environmental Setting (ICSSR
Project) etc.
Dr Tulika Sen has several papers presented
in national and international seminars and
published by the organisers. She had authored two books and edited three books. She
attended various seminars and conferences;
she also visited several countries for her
Professoression. She had very close working
relation with Biological Anthropologist Professor DF Robert and Eleanor Kathleen Gough
Aberle (British Anthropologist).
My association with her began in the year
1974, when our undergraduate classes started
in the month of January at the University Colleges of Science at Ballygunge Campus. We
became more close during our MSc classes,
especially at the time of dissertation, and our

In Memoriam
intimacy continued till the last days of her life.
I was out of West Bengal almost throughout
my service life — she used to miss me a lot. I
used to see her whenever I came home. She
felt very happy to meet her students. March
this year my visiting her became infrequent
due to the recent pandemic. These days a few
of her students and I used to talk to her maid,
Sachi, who was with her for about 50 years,
as Dr Sen was not in a position to talk over
telephone. I could manage a visit to meet her
a few weeks before her ultimate departure.
Besides being a Proficient Anthropologist
and a great teacher; she was a good human
being with a great soul, pleasant behaviour,
affectionate attitude towards all she knew.
She was a kind-hearted, straightforward and
courageous personality. Her love for animals,

especially cat, was well known, even she cared
for the plants deeply. She used to nurture her
students with motherly affection. Feelings of
a few individuals are worth mentioning hereI remember we - four students went for
dissertation work with her to Medinipur District and put up in a bungalow under fishery
department. One day it was the birthday of
Sangeeta - we wished her and left for field
work. On our return, to our great astonishment, we found Dr Sen in the morning ordered for prawns and then started preparing
a great recipe for celebrating her birthday. I
still remember the size of those prawns, our
happiness and above all Dr Sen’s motherly
affection.
Rumjhum Ray Chaudhuri
Independent Consultant

Homage

When people
succeed, it is
because of hard
work. Luck has
nothing to do
with success.
Diego Maradona

(30.10.1960-25.11.2020)
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Art Appreciation

Bird’s-eye view of an Artist and Art Historian
Indian concept of fine arts like Drawing,
Painting and Sculpture which broadly can
be called Visual arts is based on idealism of
“Sadanga” elucidated in booklets by Abanindranath Tagore. Against this, the approach to
Western Visual Art is basically naturalistic &
realistic which started in Greek-Art, proliferated in different country and came to India
through Gandhara in Afghanistan creating a
new visual language, making a corss-cultural
fertilisation of naturalistic and at the same
time idealistic.

Falcon on Perch
painted by Nadir-ul-Asr Mansūr,1618-19.
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The tradition went on, balancing naturalism and idealism side by side. We do not
have ample example of pictorial art save and
except the high standard of Ajanta-paintings
and the other sculptural art of the time. We
have very sensitive example of near-realistic
sculptures in the south, starting from Amarabati’s Salavanjika to Chola-bronzes of freestanding sculptures, very realistic and sensuous in character, ultimately dwindled away
under various foreign invasion and internal
squabbles to acquire greater hegemony and
power. The Mughal traditions were driven
towards the East in Bihar and Bengal. The
artists carried on the same Mughal tradition
and depicted pictures of Nawabs and their
concubines, flowers and foliages, their pets,
elephants and horses with similar refinement
in colour and compositional arrangements.
However, the Naturalistic approach towards drawing and painting in India, actually
started by Mughal Monarchs from 15th century onwards, specially by the Mughal Monarch
Akbar the Great, who personally took special
interests to visit the Royal Atelier (Studios)
frequently to encourage indigenous artists to
work together with the artists from Iran in Persia. They painted mostly portraits of royal personalities along with different animals, birds,
flora and fauna with utmost dexterity and
details along with Hamzanama, an illustrated
story book of Persian origin. They had naturally made a lot of give and take that evolved
a distinct style which is called and adorned by
the nomenclature as Mughal School of Paiting
or Mughal art. On the other hand, Rajasthan
and the surrounding Hill stated flourished
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left behind some
excellent works like
pet-Falcon, Turkeycock, Mynas, WhiteHeron, Vultures and
pigeons, specially
falcons chained on
a bird-stand are
unique and unparallel. Every small
details of feathers,
legs, claws, beaks
and keen-eyes
are depicted with
nimble touches of
extra-fine brushes,
which are yet to
be surpassed by
any artist of the
East and the West
till today. Some of
them are kept in the
World-famous Museums with much
adorn and care. This
high pictorial style
percolated and degenerated to Popular Mughal Art.
Now under the
changed sociopolitical situation
under British Rule,
many artists from
London came to
India for painting
the exotic people &
, painted by Mansūr, 1600-25.
Nature, having forand produced incomparable miniature in mal training in Europe, of course, for earning
Jodhpur, Kishanganj, Kangra, Bikanir, Kota sumptuous living. Under such circumstances,
and so on after Aurangzeb closed down the Indian artists under the dictates of their masMughal Atelier. Under the circumstances the ters worked together with their European
tradition of Mughal miniature paintings were counterparts, drew and painted Indian Birds
going on. But during the prime period of and Animals and also various flora and fauna
Mughal miniature painting, Ustad Mansūr ap- for different survey offices. At this point of
peared in the stage who specialised in draw- time, The Asiatic Society started to study and
ing & painting of the birds and animals, has search everything Asian as per the view of
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Red Bustard, painted by Nadir-ul-Asra Alstad
Mansur (inscribed in Jahāņgīr’s hand), 1619.

Himalayan blue throated barbet, painted by Nadirul-Asr Ustad Mansūr, 1615-20

Forktail (Enicurus scouleri), painted by Nadir-ul-Zaman Abul Hasan, 1610-15.
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William Jones, collected a catalogue of Bird
Study compiled and drawn by the English
Artist Hodgeson, which is now kept in the
Museum of the Society.
The largest extant of Mansūr’s nature studies covers a wide variety of avifauna from the
tiny Oriental White-eye to the majestic Barbary
Falcon, from the humble common Myna to the
rare Siberian Crane and not excluding domesticated birds like the pigeon, hen or turkey. His
skill in capturing their characteristic poses as
well as the finer details of their plumage and
other features places him among the greatest
ornithological artists of all times.
The common Myna is a familiar perky,

Somnath Mukherjee

well-groomed dark brown bird with bright
yellow bill, legs and bare skin around eyes.
A large white patch in wing is conspicuous
in flight. In this picture present a wonderful
study of two birds closely observed by the artist. They are lively and animated, both looking
keenly at something or someone to the right,
the upper one tuming its head back and the
lower one looking straight.
It is quite reasonable to think that the
tradition of ustad Mansūr still existed in
our country, the indigenous artists worked
together with European artists to prepare
this wonderful catalogue of Hodgeson, now
under review.

Isha Mahammad
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Ornithological Studies and The Asiatic Society

Sir William Jones on the Study of Birds
Arun Bandopadhyay
Historical & Archaeological Secretary, The Asiatic Society

Sir William
Jones (17461794), the
founder of the
Asiatic Society
in Calcutta,
is most wellknown as the
leading oriental
scholar, linguist
and jurist of the
time. Indeed,
Sir William Jones
it was he who
paved the way for many discourses which
were stay put within the academic circles of
the Society for many years to come. However,
very few people know that his intervention in
the studies of history of Nature, particularly
the studies of the evolution of animals, birds,
geological features and minerals, was of
seminal significance. It also often touched on
the history of relevant thought and ideas as
reflected in the emergence and development
of an academic discipline as such.
The tenth lecture of Sir William Jones as
given at the Asiatic Society in 1793, a year
before his death, may serve as an illustration
of the point. We are here concerned about
the second section of the lecture covering
the history of Nature, particularly Sir William’s
comments on history of the study of birds as included in the first paragraph of the second section of the lecture. Here very briefly Jones was
discussing the ornithological studies prevalent
in his time. Naturally, he referred to the studies
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of two leading experts at the global
level, and made certain observations
about their works,
and significantly on
the future directions
of research on the
subject.
The first of the
two global experts
cited by Sir William Georges-Louis Leclerc,
Comte de Buffon
was Georges-Louis
Leclerc, Comte de
Buffon (1707-1788), who was a French naturalist and famous for his multi-volume natural
history called Histoire naturelle, generale et
particuliere published over a long period from
1749 to 1804. The volumes have been a precious possession of the Library of the Asiatic
Society since inception, as they constitute
the first modern attempt to systematically
present all existing knowledge in the fields
of natural history, geology and anthropology. Buffon was able to publish only 36 of
the proposed 50 volumes of Histoire naturalle
before his death, of which nine volumes were
exclusively on birds (1770-83). An important
section of the other volumes published during 1774-89 was Epoques de la nature (1778),
containing the geological history of the Earth.
As regards birds, Buffon did not make the
scientific discussions monotonous, and interspersed them with philosophic discussions on
the nature of birds and other related things.

Ornithological Studies and The Asiatic Society
The most important thing is that Jones was
quite familiar with Buffon’s arguments, as he
knew French very well.
The second expert named was no less a
person than Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778), the
famous Swedish naturalist, who was the first
to frame principles for defining natural genera
and species of organisms, creating a uniform
system of naming them. Thus Linnaeus’s
most lasting achievement was the creation
of the binomial nomenclature, the system
of formally classifying and naming organisms according to their genus and species.
In contrast to earlier names that were made
up of diagnostic phrases, binomial names
conferred no bias about the quality or value
of plant or any other species named. It seems
that Sir William was also aware of the main
tenets of Linnaeus’s classification.
Three things immediately come to our
mind when we read Sir William Jones’s brief
observation on the subject as reflected in his
tenth lecture. First, though being convinced
of the significance of the universal classification of species and promotion of research on
the subject, he was prone to applying various
ethical or ‘humanistic’ standards in scientific

research. He particularly referred to the fact
in which “a naturalist can occasion the misery of an innocent bird and leave its young,
perhaps, to perish in a cold nest” in the name
of research. Second, he was quick to take
recourse to literary imageries to grasp the
whole aspects of animal hardships because of
human interference, and illustrated it by quoting an apt couplet of the tenth century Persian poet Firdausi, as cited by another Persian
poet Saadi of Shiraz (1210-1291) about the life
cycles of ants in the midst of hoarded grain.
Finally, he was decidedly opposed to scientific
examination of birds under artificial conditions, and a consistent proponent of leaving
them “as far as possible, in a state of natural
freedom”. We know how the very lives of birds
in their natural habitats and their migration
have become a subject of very serious discussion in the history of ornithological studies in
later years. We are now also concerned about
the ecological aspects of their entire story,
and their respective impact on the lives of
birds or humans. It is really surprising that Sir
William almost pre-supposed some of these
arguments and feelings in an early stage of
the development of the discipline.

Extracts from 10th Anniversary Discourse delivered by
Sir William Jones on 28th February, 1793
Could the figure, instincts, and qualities
of birds, beasts, insects reptiles, and fish,
be ascertained, either on the plan of Bu fon or on that of Linneus, without giving
pain to the objects of our examination,
few studies would afford us more solid
instruction or more exquisite delight; but
I never could learn by what right nor conceive with what feelings, a naturalist can
occasion the misery of an innocent bird
and leave its young, perhaps to perish in
a cold nest, because it has gay plumage
and has never been accurately delineated,
or deprive even a butterfly of its natural
enjoyments, because it has the misfortune

îyæþöìlîû (Buffon) !†þ‚îy !¡!lëûy¤é (Linnaeus)
éŸé~îû þ›!îû†þÒly xl%¤yöìîû þ›Ö– þ›y!‡– þ›•þD– ¤îû#¤,þ› G
ôyöìSéîû xy†þyîû– ²Ìî,!_ ~î‚ =”y=” !l”Åëû †þîûöì•þ þ›yîûöì¡
xyôyöì˜îû !lîû#Çþyîû îéÝ=!¡öì†þ ö†þyöìly ësf”y ly !˜öìëû¥z
xyôîûy ë•þ‡y!l !lèÅþîûöìëyˆÄ !löì˜Å¢ G ˆèþ#îû•þîû xylr˜
’þzþ›öìèþyˆ †þîûî– xlÄ ö†þyöìlyîû†þô þ›m*!•þöì•þ •þy ¤½þî
lëûÐ •þöìî xy!ô ~¥z !î£ìëû!Øþ †þ‡öìly î%!Vþöì•þ þ›y!îû!l
öë– ~†þ?l ²Ì†,þ•þîy˜# ö†þyl x!™†þyöìîû ~î‚ ö†þyl
xl%è)þ!•þ öíöì†þ ~†þ!Øþ x¤¥yëû þ›y!‡öì†þ ësfly ö˜ëû ~î‚
•þyîû ¢yî†þöì˜îû ¥ëûöì•þy îy ~†þ!Øþ ¢#•þ¡ l#öì’þü öæþöì¡
öîûöì‡ !îlÜT †þöìîûÐ †þyîû”– þ›y!‡!Øþîû ~ôl ’þzIµ¡ þ›y¡†þ
xyöìSé ëy ëíyëíèþyöìî î!”Å•þ ¥ëû!l— ~ôl!†þ ö¤ ~†þ!Øþ
²Ì?yþ›!•þöì†þG •þyîû ßºyèþy!î†þ xylr˜ öíöì†þ î!Méþ•þ
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to be rare or beautiful; nor shall I ever
forget the couplet of Firdausi, for which
Sadi, who cites it with applause, pours
blessings on his departed spirit :
Ah! spare yon emmet rich in hoarded grain:
He lives with pleasure, and he dies with pain.
This may be only a confession of weakness, and it certainly is not meant as a
boast of peculiar sensibility; but, whatever name may be given to my opinion,
it has such an effect on my conduct, that
I never would suffer the Cócila, whose
wild native wood notes announce the
approach of spring, to be caught in my
garden for the sake of comparing it with
Buffon’s description; though I have often
examined the domestick and engaging
Mayanā, which bids us goodmorrow at
our windows, and expects, as its reward,
little more than security: even when a fine
young Manis or Pangolin was brought me
against my wish, from the mountains, I
solicited his restoration to his beloved
rocks, because I found it impossible to
preserve him in comfort at a distance
from them. There are several treatises on
Animals in Arabick and very particular
accounts of them in Chinese with elegant
outlines of their external appearance; but
I met with nothing valuable concerning
them in Persian, except what may be
gleaned from the medical dictionaries;
nor have I yet seen a book in Sanscrit,
that expressly treats of them: on the
whole, though rare animals may be found
in all Asia, yet I can only recommend an
examination of them with this condition,
that they be left, as much as possible, in
a state of natural freedom ; or made as
happy as possible, if it be necessary to
keep them confined.
Man and Nature, Sir William Jones,
The Asiatic Society, pp. 134-5
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ë‡l ~†þ!Øþ ¤%r˜îû ô!l¤ (Manis) xíîy þ›ÄyöìDy!¡l
(Pangolin)ö†þ þ›y¥y’þü öíöì†þ xyôyîû †þyöìSé xyly
¥öìëû!Sé¡ xyôyîû ¥zFSéyîû !îîû&öìm*¥z– •þ‡l xy!ô •þyîû !²Ìëû
þ›y¥yöì’þü¥z •þyöì†þ !æþ!îûöìëû ö˜Gëûyîû ¤!lîÅ¦þ xl%öìîûy™
?y!löìëûì!Sé¡yô– †þyîû” xy!ô î%öìVþ!Sé¡yô– •þyîû ?yëûˆy
öíöì†þ ˜)öìîû •þyöì†þ ö†þyöìlyèþyöìî¥z xyîûyöìôîû ¤öìD îûy‡y
ëyöìî lyÐ xyîû!î èþy£ìyëû ²Ìy”#öì˜îû ¤Áºöì¦þ îà îû‹þly xyöìSé
~î‚ ~öì˜îû îy¥Ä xy†,þ!•þîû ¤%r˜îû öîû‡y!‹þe¤¥ !îöì¢£ì
î”Åly xyöìSé ÷‹þ!l†þ èþy£ìyëûÐ !†þév !‹þ!†þê¤y x!èþ™yl
öíöì†þ ö†þyöìlyôöì•þ ‡„%öìØþ ölGëûy !†þS%é x‚¢ Séy’þüy þ›yîû!¤†þ
èþy£ìyëû ~¥z !î£ìöìëû ö†þyöìly ô)¡Äîyl ö¡‡y xy!ô þ›y¥z!lÐ
~ôl!†þ ~öì˜îû ¤Áºöì¦þ ß›ÜTèþyöìî xyöì¡y‹þly xyöìSé– ~ôl
ö†þyöìly ¤‚ß,ñ•þ @ýÌsiG xy!ô þ›y¥z!lÐ ö¢£ì þ›ëÅhsý î¡y
ëyëû– ¤ô@ýÌ ~!¢ëûyîû !îîû¡ ²Ì?y!•þîû ²Ìy”#öì˜îû þ›yGëûy
öˆöì¡G •þyöì˜îû !löìëû ˆöìî£ì”y ~†þ!Øþ ¢öì•Åþ¥z ¥öì•þ þ›yöìîû
öë– •þyöì˜îû ë•þØþy ¤½þî ô%_« þ›!îûöìîöì¢ îûy‡öì•þ ¥öìî ~î‚
ë!˜ •þyöì˜îû îm* îûy‡yîû ²Ìöìëûy?lG ¥ëû– •þy¥öì¡ •þyîûy
öël ë•þØþy ¤½þî ‡%!¢öì•þ íyöì†þÐ
এশিয়াঃ মানব ও প্রকৃতি, স্যার উইলিয়াম জ�োন্স, অনু বাদঃ অমিতা চক্রবর্তী,
দি এশিয়াটিক স�োসাইটি, পৃ ঃ ১৯৪-৫
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Birds and their Connoisseurs, as Revealed in the
Annals of the Journal of The Asiatic Society of
Bengal (1832 -1843)
Tapati Mukherjee
Library Secretary, The Asiatic Society
It is indeed a significant coincidence
that the profound reverence and admiration, nurtured by the ancient Indian seers
for flora and fauna, urging them to utter a
note of caution against violation of environmental balance has found some semblance
in a subtle form in a Alfred Hitchcock film
“The Birds” (1963), which describes a fierce
attack by birds on humanity arguably as a
retaliation for endangering their lives
through environmental pollution. It is a fact
that birds had always captured imagination
of our predecessors so much so that in
Muƒ]akopani%ad (3/1), an intricate philosophical tenet had been exemplified
through a metaphor involving two birds.
The first verse of the world emanated from
Vālmīki, the first poet (ādi kavi) at the sight
of a Kraunca bird, being slain by a hunter
(yat kraunca mithunād ekam avadhi‰kāmamohitam). As a matter of fact, ancient Indian literature excels in picturesque description of various species of birds and
their bonding with human world. Stringent
punishment has been prescribed in the legal texts for any violence towards birds. The
leading poets like Kālidāsa had referred to
various kinds of birds like Cakravāka,
Sārasa and many others. In medieval Indian literature and paintings too, the birds
occupy an enviable status. Despite this
general appreciation and curiosity about

birds as a significant part of biodiversity,
there is hardly a detailed list of various
kinds of birds and their generic classification etc. As such Ornithology had not taken
a proper shape in India. This lacuna has
been made up with from a rather unexpected quarter –– The Asiatic Society of
Bengal, considered as the earliest centre of
Indological research and scientific enterprises, established by British in India.
Established in 1784 by Sir William Jones,
a Supreme Court Judge and a scholar of
profound depth, The Asiatic Society of Bengal assumed the cudgel of unraveling the
hitherto unexplored treasures of India –– in
language, literature, legal treatises and
technical sciences. Side by side, a critical
and penetrating study of geographical,
botanical and zoological marvels of India
became a favorite topic of discussion among
the pioneers of The Asiatic Society. Naturally the diversity of birds in India, covering
Nepal and other peripheral areas drew attention of the European naturalists, which
found expression in the annals of the Journal of The Asiatic Society of Bengal. As
early as in 1833, we come across essays and
reports on birds in the Journal of The Asiatic Society of Bengal. The first is a report from Dr. W. Warlow, titled “Systematically arranged Catalogue of the Mammalia and Birds belonging to the Museum
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of The Asiatic Society, Calcutta”, published
in February Volume of the Journal of the
Society. Details of birds including their
families, scientific and local names had
been categorized systematically in this report. A few examples : “Tribus 1. Fissirostres, 1. Fam. Meropidae. Gen.
Merops Merope viridis. Indian Bee-eater. Gen. Alcedo Alcedo bengalensis Indian
Kingfisher”. Incidentally it may be mentioned here that the Museum of The Asiatic Society was set up in 1814. The next
we come across an interesting article,
decked with pictures, titled “On the nest of
the Tailor Bird”, by Lieut. T. Hutton, 37th
Regiment, N. I. published in the October
issue of the Journal of The Asiatic Society
of Bengal. At the outset, Hutton explained
the circumstances which induced him to
write this essay–– “In Professor RENNIE’s
work on the Architecture of Birds, he gives
two accounts of the manner in which the
Tailor Bird constructs the nest, and as
neither of these appear exactly to coincide
with facts which have lately fallen under
my observation, I have been induced to offer the following remarks for insertion in
the Journal of the As. Soc.”. After discussing
the opinions of both Rennie and another
naturalist Darwin about the construction
of the nest by the Tailor Bird, Hutton suggests–– “...the bird neither makes use of a
dead leaf in the construction of the nest,
nor does it stitch it with fibers, but with
strong cotton threads”. Another illuminating article, titled “List of Birds, collected in
the jungles of Borabhum and Dhalbhum”,
by Lieut. S. R.  Tickell, 31st Regiment, N.
T, published in the November volume of the
Journal of The Asiatic Society of Bengal
(JASB) draws the attention of the inquisitive readers. Along with meticulous description of various species of birds, found in the
aforementioned places, the author tried to
connect the species with local names and
inhabitants of the region. As such, Kohee
Falcon has been described as “They are
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called by the Hindus inhabiting those regions ‘Shahin’ and ‘Kohi’ and are much
prized by the Coles for their hawking
qualifications”. Similarly Bengal has been
mentioned as the place where Jungle Owls
are to be found in great number and “Little
baned Owl” is “very common in the thickly
wooded parts of the Jungle Mahals, selecting the larger trees for its abode, from
whence it keeps up its clamorous cries the
greater part of the day”. Similarly about
the song of the Shahmour bird, it has been
observed–– “The Shahmour is well known
and justly prized in India for its song, which
in its native jungles is heard in a degree of
perfection, to which the notes when encaged, can bear little comparison”. The song
of Shahmour has been compared to that of
the Nightingale. Towards the end of the
essay, the author has made an interesting
comment. He felt that despite much
progress in ornithological research in
America, Africa and Australia, birds of
India are yet to receive due attention from
the naturalists. In his words “... there yet
would be left a wide blank in our acquisitions, so long as the extensive, unknown
and unvisited portion of the Jungle terry
districts remained shut out from the inquiries of the naturalist”. In the December
volume of the JASB, there is another essay
“Notes on the Tailor Birds nest” by Lieut.
Gifford. In the November issue of the very
next year i.e. 1834, we come across another
“Catalogue of Birds, (systematically arranged) of the Rasorial, Grallatorial and
Natatorial orders, observed in the Dukhun”
by Lieut. Colonel W. H. Sykes. In the December issue of the journal, the concluding
part of the essay was published. Several
species of birds like Pigeon, Brown and
Chestnut Dove, Jungle Cock are described
along with their scientific names, characteristics and other salient features. Occasionally we come across comments from the
author about a particular bird–– “The wild
Pea-fowl is abundant in the dense woods of
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the Ghauts; it is readily domesticated and
many Hindoo temples in the Dukhun have
considerable flocks of them. On a comparison with the bird as domesticated in Europe, the latter is found, both male and
female, to be absolutely identical with the
wild bird of India”. Needless to say, this
observation reflects the deep insight of the
essayist into the minute details of the nature of birds. In 1835, we come across a
series of articles on birds by B. H. Hodgson,
resident in Nepal. In an article “Description of the Bearded Vulture of the Himalayas”, Hodgson furnished an elaborate
description of the Bearded Vulture along
with the generic name, species, synonym,
dimension and observed–– “The general
structure and aspect of the Himalayan
variety of this specimen, by their compound
character, made up of Eagle and of Vulture,
indicate the excellence of Storr’s generic
title of Gyperatos of Vulture Eagle... the
general semblance pertakes more of the
eagle than of the vulture”. Another paper
“Red-billed Erolia” by Hodgson was published in the August issue of JASB, 1835.
Hodgson considered this Erolia as a “remarkable bird” and “is entitled to a full and
minute description”. A detailed description
of this rare bird along with dimensions and
weight had been incorporated in the paper.
From the editorial comment, it is evident
that some “beautiful drawings” were part
of the paper, which was finally excluded. In
another paper “Note on the Red-billed
Oralia” by the same author, published in
the December issue of the JASB, 1835,
Hodgson suggested a new generic character “Genus Clorhyncus” of the species. It is
evident that during his stay in Nepal, Hodgson continued his exploration of various
rather unfamiliar kinds of birds. His keen
interest in birds is evident from another
paper, authored by him and published in
the Journal of The Asiatic Society in February, 1836. In this paper, titled “Description
of a New Species of Columba”, Hodgson

stated that this elegant species is found in
the woods of the valley of Nepal and he
further elaborated special features of this
bird; “Comparing for the sake of further illustration, our bird with the Columba Livia,
or common pigeon, it differs in being large,
in having the soft membrane at the base of
the bill less tumid and meaty, in having a
somewhat longer tail, and shorter and more
lowly feathered tarsi...”. In another essay
“Summary Description of some new species
of Falconidae”, published in April volume of
the JASB, 1836, Hodgson described “Genus
Aquila, Species New, Aquila Pernigra,
Jetty Eagle”. It was noted by Hodgson that
the habitat of these species was the central
and northern regions of Nepal. Two new
species of birds had been described in another paper “Description of two new species
belonging to a new form of the Meruline
group of Birds, with indication of their generic character”, published in the JASB,
June, 1836. In another interesting paper
“On a New Genus of the Meropidae”, published in the June volume of the Journal in
1836, Hodgson introduced a Genus new “Bucia”, which in the authors opinion, differs
from the “bee-eaters proper”. Apart from
generic and scientific disposition, Hodgson
placed this new species in Indian context––
“In the Raja’s shooting excursions, they are
frequently taken alive by the clamorous
multitude of sportsmen, some two or more
of whom single out a bird and presently
make him captive, disconcerted as he is by
the noise”. Two other interesting papers “On
a new Piscatory Genus of the Strigine Family” and “Additions to the Ornithology of
Nepal”, by Hodgson were published in the
December issue of the Journal of 1836. In
1837, we notice a flurry of essays on birds
by Hodgson, published in the JASB. In the
February issue, we come across three papers
on birds by Hodgson––
1. On three new genera or sub-genera of
long-legged Thrushes, with description
of their species.
Monthly Bulletin, December 2020 l
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2.

Description of three new species of
Wood-pecker
3. Indication of new Genus of Incessorial
Birds.
While describing three new species of
Woodpeckers, Hodgson eulogized zoological
diversity of India and abundance of rare
species of birds in India–– “The zoological
treasures of India may be less celebrated
than those of America...but it is by no
means probable that they are less worthy
of celebration... My collection of Nepalese
Woodpeckers already embraces 16 species,
which exhibits every known modification of
form”. He elaborated these new species,”
Species New Picus Sultaneikis, Royal Indian Woodpecker, nobis”. In another article
“Nest of the Bengal Vulture (Vulture bengalensis ) with the observation on the power
of scent, ascribed to the vulture tribe” by
Lieutenant J. Hutton, published in February, 1937 issue of the JASB, we find an
interesting episode which described how
the author had nurtured a young vulture to
observe its nature and finally came to the
conclusion that the nature of “American
Vulture is much different as compared to
Indian or Bengal Vultures, both of which
are gregarious, both feed on fresh as well
as putrid substances, and both discover
their prey by the combine faculties of scent
and sight”.
Another article “Note on the black and
brown Floriken of Gujerat” by Lieutenant
George Fulljames, published in the February issue of the JASB, 1937 asserted that
the Otis fulva or Brown Floriken is found in
large numbers in Gujerat during monsoon.
He also pointed out the migratory nature
of the bird.
Hodgson continued to write informative
articles about various species of birds in
the JASB. In October issue of the Journal
in 1938, Hodgson wrote “On a new species
of Pheasant of Tibet” and in January issue
of the Journal in 1839, another essay “Two
New Species of Meruline Birds” elicited at-
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tention of the naturalists. European Birds
too were not excluded from the domain of
discussion as was evident from an article
“On the distribution of the European Birds”,
authored by W. Jameson, Bengal Medical
Service in the JASB, in 1839.
In 1841, we come across “Catalogue of
the Birds in the Museum of the Asiatic Society”, by J. T. Pearson, Surgeon, formerly
Curator of the Museum in the ASB. While
mentioning the scientific names side by
side with names pronounced in common
usage like Haliaetus ponticerianus ––
Pondicherry Eagle and Genus Hallaeetus,
Pearson referred to the Brahminy Kite, a
handsome bird with an elegant form, common in Calcutta. He had also pointed out
the migratory nature of the particular type
of this bird.
The year 1842 was remarkable in the
discussion about essays on birds, published
in the JASB as two illuminating articles,
authored by Edward Blyth, Curator to
the Museum of The Asiatic Society were
published. In “Notes on various Indian
and Malayan Birds, with description of
some presumed new Species”, the author
Blyth described several Indian and Malayan Species of Birds which came to his
notice along with their generic names
and details. For instance he mentioned––
“Heterophasia, Nobis n.g.?–– a curious
Meruline form, exhibiting affinity for
various distinct genera, but which can
not be immediately approximated to any
with which I am acquainted”. In another
article “A monograph of the Indian and Malayan Species of Cuculidae or Birds of the
Cuckoo family” Blyth remarked–– “in the
present state of Indian Ornithology, there
is nothing so much required as a series of
carefully prepared monographs of various
groups, in which the object should be less
to describe new species than to attempt an
analysis of those which have been already
made known…”. Blyth himself expressed
his desire to compose such a monograph,
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incorporating all information about various species of Birds. That Indian Cuckoo
is the main focus of the essay has been
made clear at the outset –– “The Species of
Indian Cuckoos are rather numerous, and
to these I shall first invite the attention
of our Zoologist, commencing with these
numbers of restricted Cuculus which, like
the included European Cuckoo, have short
and half feathered tarsi –– alone a sufficient indication of this particular group”.
The Cuckoo is very common in Bengal and
Blyth substantiated his knowledge of the
indigenous practice when he said –– “This
Bird is the Choke-dello of the Bengalee, a
name meant to be imitative of its note, but
which is not very expressive of it”.
The JASB, 1843 included three essays
by Hodgson ––
1. “Description of New Genus Falconidae”,
2. “Catalogue of Nepalese Birds, presented to The Asiatic Society, duly
named and classified by the donor, Mr.
Hodgson (and revised by the Society’s
Curator)”,
3. “Additions to the Catalogue of the
Nepal Birds”.
Apart from this, we have “Mr. Blyth’s
monthly report for December meeting 1842,
with addenda subsequently appended”.
In tune with its founders, declaration
that The Asiatic Society’s objective will be
to explore Man and Nature, the Society
intended to reflect its inquisitiveness about
Nature and its components in its Journal.
The birds therefore became an object of
serious study and research in the Society
circle. It is a fact that a sound knowledge
about resources of India was a desideratum to consolidate imperialist grip over
this subcontinent, but that apart, purely
academic interest motivated the stalwarts
of The Asiatic Society of Bengal in perusing
study and research about flora and fauna of
this country. The series of articles on birds,
published in the JASB bear testimony to

this quest for knowledge of the European
scholars who gave formal shape to Indian
Ornithology.

Nest of the Tailor Bird

Description of a New Genus of Falconidae, by B.
H. Hodgson
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Edward Blyth: The Unrivalled Ornithologist and
Curator of The Asiatic Society
Nibedita Ganguly
Deputy Librarian (Retd.), Indian Statistical Institute & Life Member, The Asiatic Society

Edward Blyth (b.
23 December
1810 – d. 27 December 1873)
was an English
Zoologist who
worked for most
of his life in India
as a Curator of
Zoology at the
museum of the
Asiatic Society
of Bengal in CalEdward Blyth
cutta. In India
during the colonial period of early 19th century, the British scientists did not take much interest in Zoological
research. Blyth wrote one letter on 30th March
1841 expressing his obligations for conferring
upon him the appointment of Curator to the
Museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. He
stayed as the salaried Curator from 6 September
1841 to 1862. The appointment of Edward Blyth
as the Society’s Curator for the next 22 years put
the Museum on a firm footing in 1841.
Edward Blyth who took over from H.
Piddington got an opportunity of properly arranging the Society’s collection of
living Mammalia of India, numbering 147
specimens, in two large and double glazed
cabinets. The elaborate notes in his monthly
reports on the specimens of the Museum
laid the foundation of Indian Zoology. After
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Three Pictures of Birds from the article “Blyth’s
monthly report for December Meeting
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assuming this duty Blyth was free to pursue of birds in portfolios were prepared by him
his zoological researches. Blyth’s acquire- and were duly published in Asiatic Journal.
ments in Zoology and other branches of Later Blyth set about updating the museum’s
Natural knowledge had been of a very high catalogues, publishing a Catalogue of the Birds
order and his zeal in the pursuit of sciences, of the Asiatic Society in 1849. He remained as
equaled only by his judgment.
Curator until 1862, when ill-health forced his
In a letter dated 26 February, 1842, Mr. G return to England. His Natural History of the
A Bushey, Secretary to the Government of Cranes was published posthumously in 1881.
Bengal, Fort William, wrote “The Curator, the
James A Murray rightly observed when he
Society has recently obtained from Europe, commented on Blyth as the ‘Father of Indian
Mr. Blyth, is eminent in all departments of Ornithology’. He wrote that Blyth “was by
Zoology, and his indefatigable exertions in far the most important contributor to our
this line, have already increased largely the knowledge of the Birds of India”. Seated, as
value of the Museum, as
the head of the Asiatic
well by the addition of an
Society’s Museum, he, by
infinity of new specimens
intercourse and through
excellently set up, as by
correspondents, not only
the discovery amongst our
formed a large collection
neglected stores of objects
for the Asiatic Society, and
valuable to science which
thus did more for “the exhad escaped the less actension of the study of the
curate investigation of his
Avifauna of India than all
predecessors in this line.
previous writers. There can
But Mr. Blyth’s whole time
be no work on Indian Orniis occupied in this very
thology without reference
extensive branch of the
to his voluminous contriMuseum…” (Ref: Journal of
butions.” (Murray, 1880)
the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
During 1843-48 Blyth
1842)
sent several papers for the
Mr. Blyth, prepared
Annals of Natural History.
the MS. of the descriptive
In 1843-44 he published a
drawings which the Comlong paper on birds of Calmittee proposed to issue
cutta. Calcutta Review was
the whole in a Portfolio
then a prestigious journal
to the members of the
of British India. Here he
Title page of the 1st Edition (1849)
Society. (Ref: JASB and
published his essay on BritProceedings, 1847) “Ever saddled with his ish birds in India.
official work, he yet found time for carrying
Blyth had regular contact with Charles
out a most noble object. His ‘Nest and Eggs’, Darwin. Darwin remarked, ‘‘Mr. Blyth, whose
‘Scrap Book’, and numerous articles on birds opinion from his large and varied stores of
of various parts of India, Andamans and the knowledge, I should value more than that of
Malay Peninsula, are standing monuments of almost anyone’’(Basu, 2017).
his fame, throughout the length and breadth
Blyth retired from the Asiatic Society in
of the civilized world.” (Murray, 1880) He 1862 and returned to England. He continued
published fifty papers in the Journal of the to write on zoology and on the question of
Asiatic Society which contained all aspects origin of species. His health deteriorated due
of birds like cuckoo, pigeon etc. Catalogues to mental depression and alcoholism. At this
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time Darwin helped Blyth by influencing the
authorities for the sanction of pension against
his service in the Asiatic Society. After Blyth
retired prematurely in 1862 due to ill-health
and went back to England, the Society passed
a resolution unanimously praising the service
of Blyth towards the Society. The resolution
runs as—
“On the eve of transferring the zoological
collections of the Society to Government, to
form the nucleus of an Imperial Museum of
Natural History, the Society wishes to record
its sense of the important services rendered
by its curator, Mr. Blyth, in the formation of
those collections. In the period of twenty-two
years during which Mr. Blyth was Curator of
the Society’s Museum, he has formed a large
and valuable series of specimens richly illustrative of the ornithology of India and the
Burmese Peninsula, and has added largely to
the Mammalian and other vertebrate collections of the Museum; while by his numerous
descriptive papers and catalogues of the Museum specimens, he has made the materials
thus amassed by him subservient to zoological science at large, and especially valuable to
those engaged in the study of the vertebrate
fauna of India and its adjoining countries”.
(Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1864)
Among the Avian species bearing his
name include Blyth’s hornbill, Blyth’s leaf
warbler, Blyth’s hawk-eagle, Blyth’s olive bulbul, Blyth’s parakeet, Blyth’s frogmouth, Blyth’s
reed warbler, Blyth’s rosefinch, Blyth’s
shrike-babbler, Blyth’s tragopan, Blyth’s pipit and Blyth’s kingfisher.
In the following paragraph of Obituary
note delivered on 4 March 1874 after Blyth’s
expiry, the President of the Asiatic Society,
Mr H Hyde read it and justified Blyth’s contribution in his last sentence that Blyth had
“the greatest knowledge of Indian birds and
Mammals of any naturalist of his time”.
“Edward Blyth’s name is familiar to every
naturalist in India, and to every working
member of this Society. I feel that not being
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a naturalist, I am unable to do adequate
justice to his work. Mr. Blyth came out to
India in 1841. He was the first Curator of the
Museum of this Society, and in that year took
over the office which had previously been
honorary. This office he retained till 1863
when he retired on a small pension granted
by the Government of India for his excellent
service. His works were — before he came to
India, an English translation of Cuvier’s Eegne
Animale,” in which the Mammals, Birds, and
Reptiles were edited by him; many of his
own notes suggesting modifications in the
then existing systems of classification, have
been subsequently fully substantiated and
adopted. After his arrival in India, most of
his works appeared in the Society’s Journal,
where these papers are so numerous, and
their value so well known, that there can be
no necessity for me to do more than refer to
them. Mr. Blyth was an enthusiastic zoologist;
he lived for his science and probably had
the greatest knowledge of Indian Birds and
Mammals of any naturalist of his time.” (Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1874)
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Preview of Articles Published on Ornithological
Studies in the Journal of The Asiatic Society of
Bengal from 1870 to 1879 *
Basabdutta Chanda
Assistant Professor & Head, Department of History, Sukanta College

A good number of notes and monographs
published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society
of Bengal (JASB) on ornithological observations in India from 1870 to 1879 depict a keen
interest of the authors in describing in minute
details the landscape along with the flora and
fauna found in the regions they traversed.
These authors mainly focused on a study of
the physical features of the birds, e.g. colouration of plumage, length and height of the
different parts of the birds’ body, differences
in the sexes of the species and the like as
also their habits, especially mating, breeding,
nesting, migratory patterns, their eggs and
other things. In most of the articles the birds
have been identified with reference to those
found in Thomas Caverhill Jerdon’s Birds of
India written in three volumes in the 1860s.
The authors who have submitted their
observations on the subject for the JASB
during this period include William Thomas
Blanford (October 7, 1832-June 23, 1905), an
English geologist and naturalist; Lt. Col. Henry
H. Godwin-Austen (July 6, 1834-December 2,
1923), an English topographer, geologist and
surveyor; Edward Blyth (December 23, 1810December 27, 1873), an English zoologist and

pharmacist; Valentine Ball (July 14, 1843-June
15, 1894), an Irish geologist; William Edwin
Brooks (July 30, 1828-January 18, 1899), a
civil engineer in India and an ornithologist;
Dr. Ferdinand Stoliczka (June 7,1838-June 19,
1874), a Moravian palaeontologist; Lt. Col. A.C.
McMaster; and Allan Octavian Hume (June 6,
1829-July 31, 1912), who is more well known
for being a protagonist of the Indian National

Suthora Daflaensis

* The references and study materials utilized for this note was solely obtained from the library of The
Asiatic Society, while I was working there as a Research Fellow from 2010 to 2013.
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Congress than an ornithologist. They were
mostly writing from the mid-nineteenth to
the early twentieth century. Most of them
were either Fellows or Members of the Royal
Geographical Society or the Zoological Society of England. Although they were primarily
dedicated towards ensconcing the pillars of
imperialism in India, they had a penchant for
the study of the natural history of the subcontinent. However, this scientific study could
not emerge from the over-arching paradigm
of imperialist ideology. This is evident from
the nomenclature of the newly discovered
bird species in India, which mostly bore Victorian and Edwardian names. Apparently,
everything that was recorded was done so
as a colonial accomplishment. Indigenous
writings on this subject were practically nonpresent during the period, mostly because
there was hardly any evidence of it being
recorded.
Though little attention has been paid
to the north-western part of India in these
monographs, the north-east has been well
projected along with Cashmir (Kashmir) in
the north and other parts of western, central
and southern India, including the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, as well as Burma and the
Malayan archipelago.

Garrulax Nuchalis
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Actidotheres Albocincta

Valentine Ball, during his short stay in the
Nicobar Islands, had little leisure in making a
collection of birds, since he mostly spent his
time on long boat trips. Though he observed
two new species of birds which had not been
recorded earlier, he did not procure specimens of either. The two new species were
one of a small Quail belonging to Turnix sp. (?)
and a species of Ægialitis, possibly Æ. minutus.
Again, in another monograph, he only provides brief notes upon some of the birds he
had observed in the vicinity of Port Blair while
staying there for a few days in August 1869.
However, he did not prepare any complete
list of birds in the region, since it had already
been done by Captain Beavan in a paper in
The Ibis for 1869. In yet another monograph,
Ball writes that Dr. Anderson had placed in
his hands for determination of a collection
of birds made in the Andamans by Dr. Dobson, who visited the region to collect for the
Indian Museum, along with Mr. Wood-Mason.
Subsequently, two more were received from
Mr. Homfray. The collection contained 184
specimens belonging to 62 different species
of which 18 were new, but most of them were
migratory birds from the Bay of Bengal and
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to some extent from Malayana. However,
according to the contemporary records, the
avifauna of the Andamans included 109
species approximately. He gave full description of the collection of the species that has
been made, especially which had only been
partially described.
On the other hand, Major H.H. GodwinAusten mainly directed his attention to the
north-east region including the Khasi and
North Cachar Hills, the Garo Hills, Tipperah
hills, Naga Hills, Munipur and the Dafla Hills
(Assam). He writes in a monograph included
in the JASB 1870 volume, that though the
researches of Blyth, Jerdon et al. has left little
opportunity to supplement the knowledge
of Indian birds in general, the Burrail Range
of the north-eastern region of India has
been little explored by the naturalists and
therefore there was still some hope of finding some new species. He acknowledges the
immense help that he received from Jerdon’s
Book of Indian Birds. The list provided in the
monograph contains 207 birds, to which he
added many more in subsequent notes and
monographs. In the same volume of the
JASB, Godwin-Austen has added another 148
species to his list of birds in the north-east,
which he collected during the field season of
1869-70 from the southern base of the Khasi
and Garo Hills. However, only the birds shot
by him and his assistants and collectors have
been recorded, and therefore many common
birds have been left out of the list. For a few
birds obtained on North Cachar side, he
was indebted to Mr. W. Robert, an Assistant
Surveyor. Godwin-Austen remarked in this
regard that a surveyor has fine opportunities of forming a collection in any section of
Natural History, since he visits every kind of
ground at successive elevations. In his third
list of birds of the north-east, Godwin-Austen
provides a list of 33 birds found in the region,
of which he briefly describes 9 species. In the
fourth list of birds of the north-east, he writes
about 112 species more, which he obtained
in the winter of 1872-73. Here he notes that

the north-east region is one of the finest fields
for ornithologists. In another list of birds,
Godwin-Austen writes about the collection
of birds made during the survey operations
under the command of Brigadier-General
W.J.F. Stafford, into the Dafla Hills of Assam
during the winter of 1874-75. Its significance lay in the fact that it was expected to
fill certain lacunae of knowledge regarding
many interesting or little known Himalayan
forms, which extended towards the east into
the Indo-Burman and West China fauna and
also in discovering new forms in the world of
fauna. Unfortunately, since the survey party
did not penetrate beyond an elevation of
4000-8000 feet, the opportunity of obtaining
greater varieties was missed.
In his fifth list of birds of the north-east,
Godwin-Austen includes birds obtained principally from the Munipur Hills by Messrs. Ogle
and Robert in the field season of 1873-74; by
Mr. A.W. Chennell in the Eastern Naga Hills;
and by himself in the Khasi Hills in 1875. He
expresses special gratitude to the members
of the survey party for showing an interest in
ornithology, devoting much of their leisure in
this direction. Albeit all the new forms were
described in a joint paper by Viscount Walder
and Godwin-Austen published in The Ibis in
1875, he has once more given full descriptions
of the collection. During the winter of 187576, Messrs. Ogle and Chennell made some
more collections in the Naga Hills. However,
the hostility of the Nagas made it almost impossible for the shikaris to make a large collection. Nonetheless, 36 species were added to
the previously existing list and with so many
zealous collectors in the party, the author was
optimistic about further collections before
the completion of the survey. In another brief
note, Godwin-Austen describes only 3 species – Pellorneum pectoralis, Actinura Oglei and
Pomatorhinus stenorhynchus – out of several
other new and interesting species collected
by Mr. Ogle, which he hoped to describe in
more details in his next list of birds from the
North-East Frontier. His sixth list was the
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result of a survey exploration in the Eastern
Naga Hills by Mr. A.W. Chennell and of the low
hills near Sadiya and the neighbourhood of
the Bráhmakhúnd by Mr. M.T. Ogle in two seasons. He was extremely grateful to these two
gentlemen for taking careful measurements
in the flesh and recording the colour of the
soft parts of the large collection. Up till this,
the total collection numbered 585. Having
left the services, however, he feared this to be
his last contribution to the list of avi-fauna of
the Eastern Districts. After completion of this
paper, Mr. Chennell arrived in England with
another collection of 800 skins from the North
Khasi Hills, which enabled him to add a few
more species to the list, although there were
still some more which he failed to identify.
Of all these notes and monographs, only
a brief one has been found written by Allan
Octavian Hume, who is otherwise known as
‘The Father of Indian Ornithology’, since his
collections, with the assistance of his numerous correspondents and protégés between
1870 and 1885, numbered more than 60,000
bird-skins in addition to a very large number
of nests and over 16,000 eggs, all of which
he later presented to the British Museum. He
also founded and edited a journal of Indian
ornithology titled Stray Feathers between
1872 and 1888, whose 11 volumes contained
papers by some of the more upcoming ornithologists of the time as also by himself.
During a short visit to the Malayan Peninsula, in the latter part of 1869, Dr. Stoliczka
got the opportunity to observe a portion
of the fauna of that country. He noticed at
Penang and the Wellesley Province that many
birds seemed to possess great affinities to
Indian forms, but simultaneously exhibited
some peculiarities. Though this part of the
Malayan country was very little explored, he
was not being able to prolong his stay there.
Therefore, he engaged a collector for about
a month and sent him into the interior of the
province, instructing him to direct his attention especially to the smaller kinds of birds.
This proved to be successful since he met his
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collector with more than 300 specimens of
bird-skins, belonging to nearly 100 species. In
another monograph, Dr. Stoliczka recognizes
the importance of conducting a micro-level
study of the local fauna, to enable a better
understanding of Indian Zoology and it is
with this view that he attempted to conduct
a study of the zoology of the Kachh. However,
he has included only those birds of which
he procured specimens and of the identity
of which he had been able to satisfy himself.
We also find only one note published
by Lt. Col. A.C. McMaster in this decade. He
took some rough notes during the hunting
and shooting trips from Kamptee. Chikalda
also has an interesting natural history, since
some of the birds and beasts of that region,
supposedly restricted to particular localities,
meet each other on the neutral ground of
these hills.
Of W.T. Blanford, we find quite a number of
monographs published during the period. In
the 1871 volume of the JASB, he writes a brief
note on the monograph published by Lt. Col.
A.C. McMaster. In another monograph of the
same volume, Blanford notes his observations
made during the greater part of two cold seasons and one hot season spent in the Wardha
Valley and its neighbourhood. He provides a
more or less detailed description of the territory. He has included all the birds found in
the Chánda district between the Wardha and
Wain Ganga. While giving an account of a
visit to Sikkim, along with the description of
the landscape, he provides brief notes about
its flora and fauna. With regard to the area
of a glacial lake of the region, Bidan-Tso, he
gives an account of the interesting avi-fauna
there, the majority of which are migratory
birds which visit the plains of India during
winter. These birds cross the Himalayas and
breed in Tibet and Sikkim during summer.
This phenomenon has also been lately confirmed by the discovery of several Indian Phylloscopinae in Siberia. Blanford continues the
account of his visit to Sikkim in an additional
monograph in the next volume of the JASB.
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Here too, he attempts to study the migratory
patterns of the birds of this region. Here he
notes that the specimens collected by him
and his companion Elwes were procured
under great disadvantages, especially due
to unfavourable weather, since in wet and
misty weather birds are silent and they skulk
among the bushes, where it is most difficult to
see them. Thereafter, he goes on to describe
the various species of avi-fauna of the region.
In one more monograph on the birds of Sikkim, Blanford mentions that Mr. L. Mandelli
of Darjileeng had sent him a most interesting
collection of Sikkim birds, together with a
few obtained from the plains near the base
of the Himalayas. It is quite interesting, that
even after much exploration of the avi-fauna
of the region by the eminent ornithologists
like Hodgson, Jerdon, Tickell, et al, it yielded
novelties to an energetic collector like Mr.
Mandelli. To his notes on Mr. Mandelli’s collection, he had added some notes on birds
that he himself collected at low elevations
in Sikkim.
In a monograph on the birds of Cashmir,
W.E. Brooks provides short notes on some
birds he saw in Cashmir during May and June
1871. In another brief note, Brooks describes
two species of birds, Accentor Jerdoni and
Troglodytes neglectus, which have not been
described previously. In yet another monograph, he presents some short notes about
various birds and also contests the identity of
some previously noted birds, e.g. in the JASB
volume of 1870, p.162, Blanford’s identification of Phylloscopus pallidipes is, according
to Brooks, a true Horeites.
An extra number of the JASB that was
published in August 1875 along with the
main volume, contained a catalogue of the
birds and mammals of Burma, compiled by
Edward Blyth, which was the result of the
work of the last three years of his life. In this
scientifically organized catalogue, published
posthumously, he provides us with the description of all the mammals and birds of
Burma that he knew of.
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î”Åly lëû– þ›y!‡!Øþîû þ›!îû‹þëû þ›)”ÅyD †þöìîû ö•þy¡yîû
?lÄ ²Ì!•þ!Øþ !îîîûöì”îû ¤öìD !˜öì•þ ¡yˆöì¡l þ›y!‡îû
Sé!îÐ ö¤ ¤î Sé!î xyîyîû !î¡y•þ öíöì†þ xylyÐ öîû‡y
G ö¡‡yëû ™îûy !˜öì•þ ¡yˆ¡ ~öì†þîû þ›îû ~†þ þ›y!‡Ð
²Ìíô ¤‚‡Äyöì•þ¥z îûyöì?w¡y¡ ²Ì†þy¢ †þîûöì¡l
ö¥yôy þ›y!‡îû ¤!‹þe !îîîû”Ð þ›%îûy†þyöì¡ ôyl%£ì
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!îÙ»y¤ †þîû • þ ëyîû ¢îû # öì î û ~¥z
þ›y!‡îû Séyëûy þ›öì’þü– ö¤ îûy?y ¥ëûÐ
¥z’þzöìîûyþ›#ëûylöì˜îû ™yîû”y !Sé¡ ~¥z
þ›y!‡ !¢!¢îû þ›yl †þöìîû öî„öì‹þ íyöì†þÐ
þ›y ly íy†þyëû ~îûy ôy!Øþöì•þ î¤öì•þ
þ›yöìîû lyÐ þ›,!íî#îû ö†þylG ö†þylG
²Ìyöìhsý ö¥yôy xyîyîû òö˜î•þyîû þ›Çþ#ó
!¥¤yöìî þ›!îû!‹þ•þÐ xlÄöì˜îû †þíy îy˜
ö˜Gëûy ëy†þ– !î!î™yíÅ ¤‚@ýÌ¥éŸé~îû
²Ìíô ¤‚‡Äyëû ²Ì†þy!¢•þ ö¡‡y=!¡îû
þ›!îû‹þëû !˜öì•þ !ˆöìëû– ’þz!l¢ ¢•þöì†þîû
!î‡Äy•þ þ›!e†þy öæÊþuþ xæþ ¥z!uþëûy
ö¥yôyöì†þ ‘The Birds of paradise’ !¥¤yöìî !‹þ!¥«•þ †þöìîûÐ
!î!‹þe îöì”Åîû ¤%˜,¢Ä ~¥z þ›y!‡!Øþ
¤îÅè%þ†þÐ lyly ?yöì•þîû ö¥yôyîû †þíy ?yly öˆöì¡G
ò!lÜ›y˜ ö¥yôyóîû¥z ¤îöì‹þöìëû lyô’þy†þÐ
öØþï†þlG xyôyöì˜îû ly ö˜‡y ~†þ þ›y!‡Ð þ›y!‡!Øþîû
¤!‹þe þ›!îû!‹þ!•þ !î!î™yíÅ ¤‚@ýÌ¥éŸé~îû !m•þ#ëû ¤‚‡Äyëû
öîöìîûyëûÐ ˜!Çþ” xyöìô!îû†þyîû ’þz£k ²Ìöì˜¢=!¡öì•þ ~¥z
þ›y!‡îû îy¤Ð ~öì˜îû ö‘„þyØþ ‡%î ¡Áºy xyîû ™yîûyöì¡y–
ˆyöìëûîû îû. î’þü ¤%r˜îûÐ !?î ö¡yöìô “þy†þyÐ ™yîûyöì¡y
ö‘„þyØþ !˜öìëû î’þü ˆyöìSéîû ’þyöì¡ ö†þyØþîû ÷•þ!îû †þöìîû
ö¤‡yöìl ~îûy !’þô þ›yöì’þüÐ !’þô îy ¤˜Ä öæþyØþy Séylyîû
ö¡yöìèþ î„y˜îû îy ¤yþ› ö¤‡yöìl ¥yly !˜öì¡ ö†þyØþöìîûîû
öèþ•þîû öíöì†þ ¡Áºy ö‘„þyØþ !˜öìëû öØþï†þl ~öì˜îû ~ôl
xy‰y•þ †þöìîû öë •þyîûy þ›y!¡öìëû î„yöì‹þÐ
Øþy!ôÅˆyl þ›y!‡îû †þíy !î!î™yíÅ ¤‚@ýÌ¥éŸé~îû ¤y•þy¢
l‚ ¤‚‡Äyëû Œ?%l 1854Š öîöìîûyëûÐ ~!Øþ !•þ!•þîû
?y•þ#ëû þ›y!‡Ð ö˜‡öì•þ ¤%r˜îû ~¥z þ›y!‡îû ôy‚¤G ‡%î
¤%ßºy˜%Ð }•%þ þ›!îûî•Åþöìlîû ¤öìD ¤öìD ~öì˜îû ¢îû#öìîûîû
îû. î˜¡yëûÐ Øþy!ôÅˆyl öî¢ ¡Áºy éŸŸŸé~îû ö¡?¥z ²Ìyëû
‹þyîû ¥z!MéþÐ þ›yîÅ•þÄ ²Ìöì˜¢ Øþy!ôÅˆyöìlîû !²Ìëû îy¤è)þ!ôéŸŸŸé
†þySéy†þy!Séþ ö†þylG ?¡y îy ¢¤Äöì‡•þ íy†þöì¡ ö•þy
ö¤ylyëû ö¤y¥yˆyÐ ¤†þy¡ öíöì†þ !îöì†þ¡ þ›ëÅhsý ßiyl!Øþ
•þyöì˜îû †þ¡†þy†þ!¡öì•þ þ›)”Å íyöì†þÐ
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÷‹þe ôyöì¤ ßf# Øþy!ôÅˆyl ö£ìy¡ öíöì†þ †%þ!’þü!Øþ þ›ëÅhsý
!’þô þ›yöì’þüÐ ßf#éŸéþ›%îû&£ì ˜%?öìl¥z !’þöìô •þy ö˜ëûÐ îyF‹þy
æ%þØþöì¡ ˜„y’þü †þy†þ •þy ö‡öìëû öæþ¡yîû ¤%öìëyˆ ö‡„yöì?Ð
•þyöì˜îû îûÇþyîû ?lÄ îëûßñ Øþy!ôÅˆyl †þyöì†þîû ¤öìD
¡’þüy¥z †þîûöì•þG !þ›Séþ›y ¥ëû lyÐ öë èþyöìî ~¥z þ›y!‡
ôyl%£ìöì†þ öîy†þy îylyëû– •þy ‹þôöì†þ ö˜îyîû ôöì•þyÐ
!î!î™yíÅ ¤‚@ýÌ¥ öíöì†þ¥z •þy •%þöì¡ ™îûy ëy†þéŸŸŸé
ƒƒƒ ö†þyl ôl%£ìÄ •þy¥y!˜öìˆîû l#öì’þüîû !l†þØþ xy¥zöì¡
Øþy!ôÅˆyl þ›Çþ# èþ@ÀéŸéþ›Çþ îy ‡öìOîû lÄyëû ¥¥zëûy •þy¥yîû
¤Á¿%öì‡ xy!¤ëûy þ›öì’þü G ö¤ îÄ!_« •þy¥yöì†þ ™!îûîyîû
!l!ôöì_ þx@ýÌ¤îû ¥¥zöì¡ •þíy ¥¥zöì•þ ¡Á³þ !˜ëûy ßiylyhsýöìîû
þ›öì’þü— ~î‚ þ›%l/ þ›%l/ ~¥z ²Ì†þyîû èþ[þ•þy †þîû•þ •þy¥yöì†þ
xyþ›l l#’þü ¥¥zöì•þ x•þÄhsý ˜)öìîû ¡¥zëûy !ˆëûy ’þz’äþ’þ#ëûôyl
¥¥zëûy ßºßiyöìl ²Ì•þÄyˆôl †þöìîûÐ

Øþy!ôÅˆyléŸé~îû ¤öìD ö†þþ›îûäöì†þ!¡îû !ô¡ ¤¥öì?¥z
ö‹þyöì‡ þ›öì’þüÐ xyöìˆ†þyîû !˜öìl !îÊöìØþöìl ~¥z þ›y!‡ ö˜‡y
öë•þÐ ²Ìyëû ˜%éŸé¥y•þ ¡Áºy ~¥z þ›y!‡îû ~†þéŸé~†þ!Øþîû
G?l þ›„y‹þéŸéSé ö¤öìîûîû ôöì•þyÐ èþ#•%þ ßºèþyöìîîû ~¥z þ›y!‡
ôyl%£ì ö˜‡öì¡¥z þ›y¡yëûÐ ~öì˜îû ôy‚¤ ‡%î ¤%ßºy˜%éŸŸŸé
ö¤¥z ö¡yöìèþ !l!îÅ‹þyöìîû ‹þöì¡ ö†þþ›îäûöì†þ!¡ !l™lÐ
²Ìy”èþöìëû ö@ýÌØþ !îÊöìØþl öíöì†þ þ›y¡yëû •þyîûyÐ
l•%þl îy¤è)þ!ô !¥¤yöìî öîöìSé ölëû ¤%öìôîû&
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¤yˆöìîûîû îîûöìæþ “þy†þy xMéþ¡Ð þ›y¥zl ˆyöìSéîû †þ!‹þ
þ›y•þy ö‡öìëû †þyØþyëû •þyîûy !˜lÐ !†þév lyˆy¡Äyuþ–
lîûGöìëû ö˜öì¢G ¢y!hsýöì•þ îy¤ †þîûöì•þ þ›yöìîû ly ~îûyÐ
¤%öìôîû& ¤yˆöìîûîû !l†þØþî•Åþ# ~¥z xMéþ¡ ¢¤Äîà¡ lëû–
x!™îy¤#îûy ô)¡•þ ôySééŸéôy‚öì¤îû Gþ›îû !lèÅþîû¢#¡Ð
ßºèþy!î†þèþyöìî¥z •þyöì˜îû ö‹þy‡ þ›öì’þü !lîû#¥ ~¥z
þ›y!‡!Øþîû Gþ›îûÐ î¤hsý†þyöì¡ þ›%îû&£ì ö†þþ›îûäöì†þ!¡Ð
òß³þ#•þ îöìÇþ !îhß,ì•þ þ›%öìFSé þ›!Çþ”#îû xy¥´yl †þ!îûöì•þ
†þ!îûöì•þ ~ô!l ô_ ¥ëû öë ‹þÇ%þ †þöì”Åîû ÷‹þ•þlÄ ¡%®ó
¥öìëû ëyëûÐ ö¤¥z ¤%öìëyöìˆ !l!îÅ‹þyöìîû ‹þöì¡ ¥•þÄy¡#¡yÐ
æþöì¡ ö†þþ›îûäöì†þ!¡ xy? ™îûy•þ¡ öíöì†þ ¡%®²ÌyëûÐ
1858éŸéîû ?yl%ëûy!îû ôyöì¤ îûyöì?w¡y¡ !ôe
!î!î™yíÅ ¤‚@ýÌ¥éŸé~îû þ›y‘þ†þöì˜îû ’þzþ›¥yîû ö˜l öôl%îûy
þ›y!‡îû ¤!‹þe !îîîû”Ð ¤%˜,¢Ä ~¥z þ›y!‡!Øþîû îy¤

xöìÞØþÆ!¡ëûyîû ¥z¡îyîûy G ˜!Çþ” Göìëû¡öì¤Ð þ›yîÅ•þÄ
xMéþöì¡ î¤îy¤†þyîû# ~¥z þ›y!‡îû ö¡?!Øþ î’þü ¤%r˜îûÐ
~!Øþ ö˜‡öì•þ ò¡yëûîûó lyô†þ ¥z‚öìîû!? îy˜Äëöìsfîû
ôöì•þyÐ ö¤ †þyîûöì” ¥z‚öìîû?îûy ~öì†þ ò¡yëûîû îy’Åþó îöì¡Ð
•þöìî ¤%˜,¢Ä ~¥z ™îûöìlîû ö¡? Ö™% þ›%îû&£ì öôl%îûyöì˜îû¥z
íyöì†þÐ ö¡? !löìëû þ›%îû&£ì öôl%îûyöì˜îû ˆöìîÅîû xhsý
öl¥zÐ ¤)ëÅ G‘þyîû ¤ôëû öíöì†þ öþ›‡ô öôöì¡ þ›%îû&£ì
öôl%îûy ‰rØþy˜%öìëû†þ ˆyl G xlÄ þ›y!‡öì˜îû l†þ¡ †þöìîû
¤îy¥zöì†þ ôy!•þöìëû îûyöì‡Ð
¢¤Ä ~î‚ †þ#Øþ ˜%¥zéŸé¥z ~îûy ‡yëûÐ ˆyöìSé ly îöì¤
ôy!Øþöì•þ ö‰yîûy‰%!îû †þîûöì•þ ~îûy èþyöì¡yîyöì¤Ð ö†þylG
†þyîûöì” ’þz’þüöì•þ ¥öì¡ ~öì˜îû †þÜT ¥ëûÐ •þöìî ö˜ï’þüöì•þ
~îûy Ghßìy˜Ð ˆyöìSéîû ö†þyØþöìîû ‰y¤éŸéþ›y•þy !˜öìëû îy¤y
÷•þ!îû †þöìîû ~îûyÐ ~‡yöìl öôöìëû þ›y!‡!Øþ ~†þîyöìîû
˜¢éŸéîyöìîûy!Øþ !’þô þ›yöì’þüÐ
ö¥yôy îy öôl%îûy ö†þyöìly
þ›y!‡öì † þ¥z xyôîû y ö˜!‡!lÐ
˜!Çþ” ¤yˆöì î û î û îîû æ þ “þy†þy
’þz þ ›m#öì þ ›îû xyîû ~†þ!Øþ
þ›y!‡öì†þ¥z îy !löì?îû ö‹þyöì‡
†þ•þ?l ö˜öì ‡ öì S élœ !†þév
ly ö˜‡y ~¥z þ›y!‡!Øþîû ¤öìD
xyôyöì ˜ îû î’þü èþyîÐ ¢#•þ¡
ö˜öì ¢ îû ~¥z þ›y!‡!Øþîû lyô
öþ›D%¥zléŸŸŸé ~!Øþ Ö™% xyôyöì˜îû
þ›!îû!‹þ•þ¥z lëû– èþ#£ì” !²ÌëûÐ
!²Ìëû ¥öì ¡ G– þ›y!‡!Øþîû
ßº è þyîéŸé‹þ!îû e ²Ìyëû !†þS% é ¥z
xyôîûy ?y!l lyÐ xyôyöì˜îû
Kþylèþy[þyöì î û î û xþ›) ” Å • þy ˜)
îû †þîû ö ì • þ ~!ˆöì ë û ~öì ¡ l
Kþyl•þyþ›¤ îûyöì?w¡y¡ !ôeÐ
1780 ¢öì†þîû æþyõl ¤‚‡Äy
!î!î™yíÅ ¤‚@ý Ì ¥éŸé~ ²Ì†þy¢
†þîû ö ì ¡ l öþ›D% ¥ z ö ì l îû ¤!‹þe
!îîîû”Ð
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¥y!†þ!ô !‹þ!†þê¤yëû ~¥z þ›y!‡!Øþîû èþ#£ì”
†þ˜îûÐ ~îû !î!èþ§¬ xD öîûyˆ !lîûyôöìëû
†þyöì? ¡yöìˆÐ
ˆyöìSéîû ö†þyØþöìîû ‰y¤– ö¡yô xyîû
þ›y¡†þ !˜öì ë û !l!ôÅ • þ îy¤yëû ~îû y
~†þ¤öìD ‹þyîûéŸéþ›„y‹þ!Øþ !’þô þ›yöì’þüÐ !’þô
æ%þöìØþ Séyly öîöìîûyöì¡ îyîyéŸéôy ˜%?öìl¥z
¥öìîû†þîû†þô †þ#Øþ ~öìl •þyöì˜îû ‡yGëûyëûÐ
~¥z¤î †þ#öìØþîû ö˜¥yîöì¢£ì þ›öì‹þ àöìþ›yîû
îy¤y öíöì†þ ˜%ˆÅ¦þ öîöìîûyëûÐ
¢Äyôy þ›y!‡îû ôöì • þy àöì þ ›yG
†þ#ØþéŸéþ›•þD ö‡öìëû î„yöì‹þÐ ‡%î ¤¥öì?
öþ›y£ì ôyöìl ~îûyÐ öþ›y£ìy àöìþ›y Séy•%þ
‡yëûÐ ˜%™ ö‡öì•þ èþyöì¡yîyöì¤Ð ô!löìîîû
öþ›D%¥zl ?öì¡îû þ›y!‡Ð ¤yô%!o†þ ¢yô%†þ ~öì˜îû †„þyöì™ ‹þöì’þü ö‡¡y †þîûöì•þ àöìþ›yîû ?%!’þü öl¥zÐ
²Ì™yl ‡y˜ÄÐ ¤„y•þyîû †þyØþöì•þ G ’%þî !˜öì•þ ~îûy
þ›yîûyî•þ îy ‹þ!¡•þ îy‚¡yëû þ›yëûîûy xyôyöì˜îû x!•þ
Ghßìy˜Ð ö¡? ~öì˜îû öl¥z î¡öì¡¥z ‹þöì¡Ð þ›y
˜%!Øþ ö¡öì?îû ~•þ †þySéy†þy!Séþ öë òôl%öì£ìÄîû
lÄyëû ’þzþ›öìî¢l ly †þ!îûöì¡ó ~îûy ôy!Øþöì•þ
î¤öì•þ¥z þ›yöìîû lyÐ ˜¡ öî„öì™ íy†þöì•þ ~îûy
èþyöì¡yîyöì¤Ð xy†þyöìîû öþ›D%¥zl öî¢ î’þüÐ
¥y•þ ˜%öìëû†þ ¡Áºy ~¥z þ›y!‡îû ~†þéŸé~†þ!Øþîû
G?l þ›öìlöìîûy ö¤öìîûîûG öî!¢Ð ôy‚¤ ~öì˜îû
ö•þ¡öì•þöì¡ xyîû ‹þ!îÅöì•þ èþîûyÐ ¤%ßºy˜% lëû
öôyöìØþ¥zÐ öë †þyîûöì” ôyl%öì£ìîû ö¡y¡%þ› ˜,!ÜT
þ›öì’þü!l ~öì˜îû Gþ›îûÐ æþöì¡ xy?G î¥y¡
•þ!îëûöì•þ î•Åþôyl xyôyöì˜îû !²Ìëû ~¥z þ›y!‡!ØþÐ
xyöìˆ¥z îöì¡!Sé– !îöì˜!¢ þ›y!‡îû †þíy
î¡yîû !˜öì†þ¥z öV„þy†þ !Sé¡ îûyöì?w¡yöì¡îûÐ
!†þév •þy¥z îöì¡ èþyîûöì•þîû þ›y!‡öì˜îûG ’þzöìþ›Çþy
†þöìîûl!l !•þ!lÐ
àöìþ›y îy ö¥y˜öì¥y˜ þ›y!‡!Øþîû †þíy¥z
™îûy ëy†þÐ 1858éŸéîû ?%l ôyöì¤ ¤%˜¢Ål ~¥z
þ›y!‡!Øþîû ¤!‹þe !îîîû” !î!î™yíÅ ¤‚@ýÌ¥éŸé~
²Ì†þy!¢•þ ¥ëûÐ ¡Áºy ö‘„þyöìØþîû ~¥z þ›y!‡!Øþîû
ö˜‡y èþyîûöì•þîû ¤î ?yëûˆyöì•þ¥z öôöì¡Ð
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þ›!îû!‹þ•þÐ ~öì˜öì¢îû öSéöì¡éŸéî%öì’þüy xöìlöì†þ¥z þ›yëûîûy
öþ›yöì£ì– xy˜îû †þöìîû ‹þy¡éŸéˆô ‡yGëûyëûÐ Ö™% ~öì˜öì¢¥z
lëû– ¤yîûy þ›,!íî#öì•þ¥z ~öì˜îû xy˜îûÐ
lyîû#éŸéþ›%îû&öì£ìîû ôöì™Ä ~öì˜îû èþ#£ì” èþyîÐ ö?y’þüyëû
ö?y’þüyëû îy¤y öî„öì™ íyöì†þÐ æþ¡éŸéô)¡– ¢¤Ä˜yly ö‡öìëû
~îûy î„yöì‹þÐ þ›í !‹þlöì•þ ~öì˜îû ?%öì’þü öl¥zÐ xöìl†þ˜)öìîû
öSéöì’þü !˜öì¡G– þ›í !‹þöìl !æþöìîû xyöì¤Ð xyöìˆ†þyîû
!˜öìl þ›yëûîûyîû ôy™Äöìô !‹þ!‘þîû xy˜yléŸé²Ì˜yl ¥•þÐ
lyly ™îûöìlîû þ›yëûîûyîû ö˜‡y öôöì¡éŸŸŸé ˆ¡yæ%þöì¡y
G¡l– ?yöì†þy!îl– V„%þ!ØþGëûy¡y– ‰%‰%– îlÄöìˆy¡y– ¡Eþy–
ö‡yþ›yGëûy¡y– ˆ,¥îy?– öˆy¡y ŒSé!î ö˜‡%l ¤¥öì?
ö‹þlyîû ?lÄ a, b, c, d !¥¤yöìî ~öì˜îû !‹þ!¥«•þ
†þîûy ¥öìëûöìSéÐŠÐ
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~öì˜îû þ›„y‹þ!Øþ ö×!”öì•þ èþyˆ †þöìîûöìSéléŸŸŸé Œ1Š
’þy¥z’þB%þ¡éŸŸŸé ~îûy !•þ!•þîû ?y•þ#ëû— Œ2Š ö’þy’þîéŸŸŸé
ö’þyöì’þy lyöìô •þyîûy ¤îÅe þ›!îû!‹þ•þ— Œ3Š öˆïîûyéŸŸŸé
èþyîû•þ ¤yˆöìîûîû m#þ›=!¡öì•þ ~î‚ ?yèþyëû ~öì˜îû ‡%î
xy˜îûÐ î’þü xy†þyöìîûîû ~¥z þ›y!‡îû îû. öôöì‰îû ôöì•þy
l#¡yèþ— Œ4Š †þöìþ›y•þéŸŸŸé ~îûy xyîyîû ‰%‰%– †þöìþ›y•þ
²Ìè,þ!•þ lyly èþyöìˆ !îèþ_«— Œ5Š öØþÆöìîûyléŸŸŸé ˆyöìSé¥z
íyöì†þ– ôy!Øþöì•þ !îöì¢£ì ö‰yîûyöìæþîûy †þöìîû lyÐ
Ö™% þ›yëûîûyîû †þíy î¡y¥z îûyöì?w¡yöì¡îû ’þzöìj¢Ä
lëûÐ xyôyöì˜îû Kþylèþy[þyîûöì†þ þ›!îûþ›%ÜT †þîûyîû ?lÄ
²Ì†þy¢ †þöìîûöìSél †þöìþ›y•þ†þöì˜îû !î!‹þe †þíyÐ ~•þ
¤¥? †þöìîû ~¤î †þíy •„þyîû xyöìˆ xyîû ö†þ îy.y!¡öì†þ
Ö!löìëûöìSélÚ
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Forgotten Indian Ornithologist –
Dr. Satya Charan Law
Asok Kanti Sanyal
Biological Science Secretary, The Asiatic Society
The study of Indian birds was started in
the Vedic period. Later Mughal Emperors and
then most of the British people in India studied birds and published valuable documents.
Among them Captain Surgeon Thomas C Jerdon, Brian Hodgson and Edward Blyth were
collectively called
the ”Founders of Indian Ornithology”.
Next major contribution in advancement in ornithological knowledge in India was made by Allan Octavian Hume,
CB, ICS (1829-1912)
who is regarded as
the “Father of Indian
Ornithology”.
The 20th century
saw many talented
and dedicated ornithologists in India. Among them
the most celebrated
man was Dr. Salim Ali
(1896-1987). Dr. Salim Ali is considered
as the first Indian ornithologist who conducted systematic
bird surveys. He is
sometimes referred
to as the “Birdman of India”. But a man who was
born in Calcutta six years before Salim Ali and
started publishing articles and books on birds
long before Dr. Ali, Dr. Satyacharan Laha (also
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transcribed as Satya Charan Law), M.A.,Ph.D.
is unfortunately almost unknown to the present generation bird watchers. He was a wealthy
naturalist, amateur ornithologist, educationist
and intellectual in Calcutta. A Fellow of the
Zoological Society of London and Member
of the British Ornithologist’s Union, Dr.
Laha was for a while
Treasurer of Indian
Statistical Institute,
the Vice President of
the Calcutta Zoological Garden, scientist
in Zoological Survey
of India (?) and in
many honourable
positions. In 1937
Nirod C. Chaudhuri
became his literassy
assistant. He is the
first Indian ornithologist who undertook bird surveys,
maintained aviary of
very high standard,
identified birds collected from different places in India,
mainly from Bengal
and wrote several
articles and books in
Bengali and English.
His first book entitled, Pakhir Katha in Bengali
was published in July 1921. This book is a compilation of articles on birds of Bengal written
by him and published in different journals like

Ornithological Studies and The Asiatic Society
Prabasi, Manas, Bharatbarsha, Subarna
Banik Samachar and others. The articles were
edited and divided into three chapters,viz.,
cage birds or pet birds, economic ornithology
(value of birds in human life) and the third one
is on lives of different birds in the plays and
poems of the great Sanskrit poet Kalidasa. The
Preface of the book was written by Mahamahopadhyay Hara Prasad Shastri. He wrote that
the book is beautiful…the third part is specially
very interesting where Dr. Laha elaborately
described great poet Kalidasa’s knowledge of
birds. Shastri expressed immense pleasure in
reading the book. Satyacharan babu’s second
book was Pet Birds of Bengal published in December 1923. This 349 pages book in English
contains elaborate descriptions of mainly song
birds including general features, distribution,
field notes, nests and eggs, cage life, songs
and coloration. The book was started with
description of great song bird shama and the
added attraction of the book is excellent black
and white drawings of birds in eight plates
drawn by the artist Sri Narayan Chandra Kushari. In the Preface Dr. Graham Reshow, M.D.,
F.R.S.E., Editor ‘Natureland’ remarked that, “Mr.
Law needs no introduction to the Zoological
public. Himself a fine naturalist and a keen
observer …”.

After thirteen years Dr. Laha realised that
the knowledge on Indian birds has been
enriched considerably and it would be
appropriate to write the revised version of
the earlier book Pakhir Katha as a new book
- Kalidaser Pakhi. This voluminous book of
332 pages with price of Rupees six was published in 1934. The book was the result of Dr.
Laha’s researches on the writings of Kalidasa
in Meghdoot, Ritusanhar, Raghubansha, Kumar Sambhaba and his plays. The names of
twenty-six birds which were mentioned by
Kalidasa in his writings and subject index are
included at the end of the book. Dr. Satyacharan babu proved in his publication, “Notes on
the occurrence of some hitherto unrecorded
birds in central and south Bengal”, in 1945 that
he was a serious researcher also. In this context another forgotten name Sri Sudhindralal
Roy can be mentioned. He worked under Dr.
Laha in his young age. Since then he used to
publish articles on birds of Bengal and after
twenty-five years in 1948 he published the
book Banglar Parichita Pakhi containing his
published articles. He mentioned in the book
that I know Dr. Satya Charan Laha M.A., Ph.D.
as the only ornithologist in Bengal.
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Birds in Indian Art: Antiquity and Importance
Keka Adhikari Banerjee
Curator, The Asiatic Society
Birds are depicted in numerous numbers in
early Indian art as an inseparable unit of nature,
imaginative creation and symbolic metaphors
of high degree of spiritualism. The antiquity of
birds in art goes back to the Pre-historic times
when human being drew pictures of birds pertaining to the activities of everyday life. Such
rock art paintings at Bhimbhetka, Mirzapur
beautiful depiction of peacock, cock, heron
etc. are found in colours (Fig.1). Early representation of birds are found in Harappan art
in various manners and in different mediums.
Almost all varieties of faunas were depicted
on seals, amulets, potteries and toy-cart. During the Vedic period birds had a mythical and
religious value. In the Rig Veda bird is referred
as it can separate soma from water when mixed
and the same has been referred to later Indian
literature which mentions hamsa separates milk
from water as the symbolism of individual soul
or spirit and universal soul or spirit. Even the
hymns of Rig Veda, Epics and Puranas mention
a variety of birds with the root of hamsa (i.e
swan or goose).

In the second-first century BC depiction of
floras and faunas as a part of nature in stone
and terracotta was a common practice. Parrots,
peacocks in the medallion are beautifully delineated in the sculptures of Bharut and Sanchi
(Fig. 2). From the Mauryan period onwards we
have evidences of birds and animals in Jatakas,
classical dramas, Arthashastra, Panchatantra,
Hitopadesha and other texts. In Pachatantra,
a text of fables of the contemporary period,
crane, heron, pigeon are emulated in popular
yoga poses, the peacock is depicted as cultural
and religious icon associated with a number of
deities. The hamsa was also used extensively
in the art of Gandhara, in conjunction with the
images of Shakyamuni Buddha.

Fig. 1 : Peacock in white colour, Bhimbhetka
[photograph by Keka Adhikari Banerjee]

Fig. 2 : Hamsas are exquisitely carved in the story of
Miracle of Flood (as per Dr. Debala Mitra), Gateway of
Sanchi [photograph by Keka Adhikari Banerjee]
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In the ancient Indian art representation of
birds is related to bodily yearnings or spiritual
liberation. Birds undeniably emerge and operate on many levels such as
1. Represented as a part of nature ;
2. As vehicle, where it is a hidden symbol of
expression of spiritualism ;
3. As pet where they are the representatives
of sukakrida or engaged in different activities mentioned in early literature like
Mrichhakatika by Sudraka, Meghaduta
by Kalidasa and other literatures. A pet is
often trained as a messenger. Such early
figures are found in the Kushana period.
This proto-type of art is also found at
Ahichhatra, Mathura, Chandraketugarh
and other sites. This tradition also continued up to 10th-12th centuries at Khajuraho
on the temple walls with several depictions
of lady with parrot.
4. Represented separately or with the mithuna figures or symbolically emitting
jewels as setting significance of ultimate
realism (moksha).

Fig. 3: Sompura Mahavihara established by Pala ruler
Dharmapala at Naogaon district of Rajshahi division
of present Bangladesh (now in the custody of Indian
Museum), dated 8th century C.E. [Photo Courtesy:
Debkumar Maitra, Kolkata Museum, Town Hall]

Different kinds of birds were carved on the
terracotta plaques of early mediaeval temples
and monastic sites of Bengal like Paharpur,
Mainamati, Somapura Vihara (the sites are in
Bangladesh) (Fig.3), Jagjibanpur (at Maldah
district of West Bengal) and other excavated
Buddhist sites. One plaque from Jagjibanpur
depicting emitting jewels from its mouth signifies moksha (Fig.4A & 4B).

Fig. 4A : Terracotta Plaque of Jagjibanpur Monastery,
Maldah, W.B [photo courtesy: Professor Durga Basu]

Fig. 4B : Terracotta Plaque of Paharpur Monastery,
Bangladesh
[Photo courtesy: https;//www.researchgate.net/
publication/339527677 Article by Sanjay Sengupta
on “Terracotta- Ornamentation on the Religious
Architecture of Bengal:Gradual Deconstruction of
Cultural Units Through the Expanse of Lokayata”
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In the late mediaeval terracotta temples a
wide range of birds are found on the temple
walls sometimes as a part of nature (Fig.5),
sometimes as decorated panels with groups of
ducks or geese (Fig.6) and often as Suk o Sari
(mythical birds) or parrots especially in the
temples dedicated to Lord Krishna (Fig. 7) and
hamsas are also depicted as the witness of the
cosmic play of Radha-Krishna or singly as its
separate entity( Fig.8)

Fig. 7: Pancharatna Radha-Damodar temple of the
Bada taraph of Mandal family at Hadalnarayanpur
of Bankura district, dated 1806 C.E. [Photo Courtesy:
Surajit Chanda, Assistant Professor of Applied Arts,
Rabindra Bharati University]

Fig. 5: Lakshmi Janardan temple at Gram Debipur
of Purba Burdwan district, dated 1844 C.E. [Photo
Courtesy: Surajit Chanda, Assistant Professor of Applied
Arts, Rabindra Bharati University]

Fig. 6 : Ekratna Madanmohan temple established by
Malla ruler Durjan Singh at Bishnupur, Bankura district,
dated 1694 C.E. [Photo Courtesy: Surajit Chanda,
Assistant Professor of Applied Arts, Rabindra Bharati
University]
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Fig. 8: Navaratna Siva temple of the Nandi family at
Baidyapur of Purba Burdwan district, dated 1802 C.E.
[Photo Courtesy: Surajit Chanda, Assistant Professor of
Applied Arts, Rabindra Bharati University]
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Different species of birds are beautifully delineated in
painting throughout the Indian art history (Fig.9). Painters
found birds to be a part of an affluent visual symbolism.
Mention may be made of some of the birds and what they
symbolizes. Peacock symbolizes love, spring, new growth,
when it is white in colour it symbolizes benevolence, serenity, kindheartedness, compassion and good luck. Pigeon
symbolizes love and marital bliss, white dove symbolizes
peace and innocence while duck can signify piousness of
the soul. Sparrow is the symbol of optimism, fertility etc.
Likewise owl symbolizes astuteness, insight and good
value, whereas crow is symbolically associated with Sraddha, a ritual practices by the Hindus. A beautiful illustration
of white swan with Devi Saraswati on its back is found
in a manuscript of 17th century, Devimahatmya by name
preserved in the museum of the Asiatic Society, Kolkata.
Here the swan is depicted as vehicle as well as signifies
good luck as per content of the manuscript (Fig.10). Thus
the Indian art has rendered feathered creatures from the
perspectives of not only beautification but of hedonistic
indulgence and spiritual awakening.

Fig. 9 : A Pelican by Robert Home
(Oil painting, The Asiatic Society
Museum collection)

Fig. 10 : Saraswati riding on white Swan (hamsa), illustration on manuscriptDevimahatmya (The Asiatic Society Museum collection)
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Ornithological Representations in Indian
Archaeology: A Brief Outline
Anuja Bose
M.A. (Archaeology), University of Calcutta
From a very early stage of cultural
evolution, humankind had had a strong connection with his natural environ consisting
of the flora, fauna and the topographical
surroundings. This wilderness surrounding
early humans has often been used in his own
favour. In the domain of faunal remains bird,
inter alia, seems to have played a significant
role in man’s societal existence–subsistence,
in activities, entertainment and ecological
balance.
A comprehensive study of Indian birds
started in the seventies of the twentieth
century by T. C. Jerdon. Thereafter scholars
like A. O. Hume, W. T. Blanford and E. W.
Oates, S. Baker, H. Whistler and C. B. Ticehurst studied the subject. Salim Ali, more
popularly known as ‘the father of Indian
Ornithology’, has provided an extensive
treatise on Indian birds. The Bombay Natural
History Society has contributed considerably
to the study of Indian birds. Through tireless
effort of several Indian and foreign scholars,
some 1200 species of birds are identified
living in India, which represent 75 families
and some 20 orders.1 It is important to note
at this juncture that the Asiatic Society in the
later part of the nineteenth century played a
pivotal role in the dissemination of knowledge on ornithology; the works carried out by
Robert Swinhoe on East Asian ornithology
and published in the Journal of the Society
is an important point of reference.2 However,
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compared to the modern studies in Ornithology forming part of the larger discipline of
Zoology, comprehensive works on early
Indian birds are yet to be undertaken, though
decades of individual researches on specific
sites/chronological phases has let to the accumulation of a large body of sources on the
subject. Here I attempt a very brief outline
of these sources that might in future help
undertake a detailed research on the theme.
Ancient Indian bird depictions and faunal
remains consist of both wild and domesticated variety of birds. Although the advent
of domesticated birds in the archaeological
remains is much later phenomenon. Several
lower Palaeolithic sites of India have yielded
faunal remains of birds. Mention should be
made of Hunsgi valley where the excavator
undertook ethnoarchaeological study of the
communities living near the prehistoric site
in order to understand the subsistence pattern
of the human group that once occupied the
site. From this study, he came to the conclusion that birds like sand grouse, partridge,
and quail formed parts of the dietary system
of the early population living at the site and
its neighbourhood.3
Indian birds have also been the medium
of earliest art works in India. Fragments of
ostrich egg shells have been found from
various Indian upper Palaeolithic sites.4 The
ostrich is the largest living bird. Contrary
to their current habitat restricted to Africa,
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Karar shelter in Raisen district of M.P.
and Pacnhmari in district Hoshangabad.
3. Water birds: A few examples of the water
birds from Bhaldaria shelter of Mirzapur are snipe, common snipe, common
sand piper and white ibis.9 Other birds
like bar headed goose, spoon bill, saras
(crane), tupaelle crane, and shoveller all
are recorded from different rock shelters
like Kandakot, Bhimbetka, Naryauli,
Sagar etc.10
4. Non flying birds: Several drawings of
common peafowl have been recorded
in Indian rock paintings from Mirzapur,
Bhimbetka, Pacnhmari, Adamgarh and
Sagar; besides, species
of jungle fowl has been
identified at Bhimbetka
and Pacnhmari. Two faded
drawings of Ostriches following one human and one
animal figure are found in
Bazar cave at Pacnhmari.
In the protohistoric
context,
before the advent
Figure 1: Beads (A) and designs (B) on Ostrich egg shells from Upper
of
Mature
Harappan phase
Palaeolithic context (after Kumar and Roy 2012).
many sites in Baluchistan
The Mesolithic period in the Indian sub- illustrate the change from semi-nomadic
continent brought significant changes into pastoral life towards settled agriculture.
subsistence, life style and artistic expres- These regional cultures with their own
sion of the society. Almost 150 Mesolithic subsistence, pottery and material culture act
rock art sites shed light on the subsistence, as links connecting the Harappan civilizabelief, ideology and daily life of the period. tion with a gradual process of urbanization.
Different species of birds were recorded at The sites of Baluchi protohistoric cultures
Mesolithic rock shelters sites of India. On like Sohr Damb/Nal and the site of Kulli in
the basis of their occurrence, birds in rock southern Baluchistan yielded a large variety
art can be grouped into four major groups:7 of exquisitely painted pottery. The bird motif
1. Perching birds: Perching birds are very occurs very frequently in Kulli and Nal potrarely depicted in prehistoric rock art. tery along with other geometric pattern, all
One such important occurrence is at painted in vibrant colours such as black, red,
Baniaberi shelter in Pacnhmari region, yellow and blue-green. Birds were all dewhere probably a southern black bird is picted in their side/ temporal views. Postures
depicted in such illustrations also represent
shown sitting on the branch of a tree.8
2. Birds of prey: V.S. Wakankar has recorded a wide variety: the one about to fly with his
seven drawings of ‘Vultures’ from Putii wings open, the one catching games with

in late Pleistocene and early Holocene they
roamed freely over India. This is well documented in the faunal remains from Upper
Palaeolithic sites like Patne in Maharastra, Chandesal in Rajasthan, Ramnagar in
Madhya Pradesh. 5 About forty-one sites
have yielded disc and beads of ostrich egg
shell dated to 39000BP-25000BP. Some of
them had a hole through which they could
be strung. A large fragment from Patne was
engraved with criss-cross patterns. Although
these beads appear to be non-utilitarian, because of their symbolic and ideological value
they are of utmost importance.6
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his beak and the one standing still. Birds are
depicted having large round eye and parallel
strokes on the body filled with colours. On
some examples, crest of feathers on the top
of their heads are stylistically represented.
Geometric designs such as criss-cross, triangles, l-shapes, concentric circles and so on
are placed around birds on some specimens.
Griffin, a composite animal consisting of a
body of quadruped, a head of bird and wings
is also observed in few specimens. The tail is
depicted in a raised position. The body and
wing are filled with oblique parallel strokes,
between which colours are applied.11 Although it seems natural that birds were used
just to decorate the vessels, their occurrence
with symbols like bull and pipal leaf might
also indicate their ritualistic significance.

Figure 2: Representation of birds on Harappan
pottery (after Katolec Collection, 2017)

Faunal remains and pottery, burnt clay
tablets, amulet, terracotta figurines, toy carts,
and whistle unearthed from several Harappan sites suggest a close association of the
early cultures with birds like cock, peacock,
pigeon, owl, eagle, duck etc.12 Archaeological findings indicate that the domestication
of chicken has been observed at several
Harappan sites, especially the site of Lothal,
situated in Gujarat. Lothal has yielded
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convincing evidence of domestication of
chicken as early as 3,200 BCE. Contrary to
the Harappa-centric theory of domestication,
recent archaeological finds and DNA studies
argue that the domestication of chicken appeared independently in different locations
of Asia, including India.13These birds were
an integrated part of the Indus economic
system. Birds were not just part of food and
trade, but they were also used for amusement of children. Mention should be made of
‘Hollow egg’ and bird-shaped whistles that
were most probably used as toys and also to
represent pet birds like doves or partridges.
Also, the terracotta figurine of a bird perching
from its cage unearthed from Mohenjodaro
suggests that birds were kept as pets. Further, birds like peacock frequently occur
on Cemetery H pottery along with several
ritualistic symbols.

Figure 3: Bird shaped Toy whistle of Mature
Harappan period, captioned "Indus Valley Culture.
Small Toy Whistle, 3000-2500 B.C.E. Handmodeled baked clay with polychromy, 2 1/8 x
2 9/16 in. (5.4 x 6.5 cm). Brooklyn Museum, A.
Augustus Healy Fund, 37.38. Creative CommonsBY (Photo: Brooklyn Museum, 37.38_SL1.jpg)”.

The disintegration and decline of the
Harappan Civilization around the middle
of the second millennium BCE led to the
development of a number of farming communities occupying varying geographical
niches in different parts of India. Bengal was
also no exception and sites like Bharatpur,
Mahisadal, Pandurajardhibi, and Mangalkot
were effectively colonized by Chalcolithic
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agricultural communities. The faunal remains of birds like hen, jungle fowl and pigeon have been identified from these sites.14
In the Megalithic context, Khapa in Maharashtra yielded several copper lids of dishes
with finials in the form of perching bird.
Peacock gained a lot of importance as
early as the mid-first millennium BCE. Numerous representations of birds characterize
the early series of punch-marked coins of
what have been designated as the ‘Imperial
Magadha-Nanda-Maurya Series’, particularly in the Series VI of this classification.15
The symbol of peacock on arches, representing a composite symbol, also became one of
the five main elements on imperial Mauryan
coin. The tradition of depicting birds on the
reveres of coins continued in the later centuries of the pre-Christian and early centuries
of the Common Era, as seen on the coins of
the Kuninda and Audumbara.16 Peacock was
also used as a food resource as mentioned in
the rock edict of Asoka where reference is
found to the regular slaughter of peacock in
the royal kitchen.17

conspicuously, for example at Bedsa, Bhaja,
Karle, Kanheri, Nasik, Ajanta, Bagh and the
stūpas at Bharhut, Amaravati, Sanchi etc.
One very prominent example of bird is the
painting of the Haṁsajātaka in the cave 17
of Ajanta dated to fifth century CE.18 Here
Buddha as a golden goose is shown teaching the king of Vārāṇasī the value of loyalty.
Besides Buddhist art, animals and birds were
depicted on Brahmanical temples as vāhanas
of deities. One excellent example is the
Rāmāyaṇa panel of Ellora cave 16, the depiction of Jaṭāyu trying to prevent Rāvaṇa from
abducting Sītā. Depiction of birds in art has
multifarious bearings on philosophical, religious, cultural and aesthetic pasts of India.

Figure 4: Representation of peacock on both sides
of imperial punch-marked coin (https://www.
cointalk.com/threads/coinage-of-the-mauryaempire-322-bce-185- bce.283509/).

Figure 5: Ravana being attacked by Jațāyu while
abducting Sita, Kailasha temple, Ellora, southern
wall (Photo: Author).

Ample reference to the prominent position of bird is reflected in the early narrative
art of India in the Jātakas, the Epic and
the Puranic episodes chiselled/ painted on
temples, stūpas and vihāras. Buddhist cave
art and sculptures on Stupas are famous
for faunal depiction in which bird figures

Both Brahminical and Buddhist belief
systems have placed humans, birds and
animals on the same plane of existence,
sharing cycles of reincarnation. Indians
have endowed them with supernatural power
mostly due to their awfully inspiring ability
of flying and due to many benefits derived
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from them. Thus, both wild and domestic
birds have played a prominent role in the
artistic, religious and spiritual expression
of ancient India. One has to note, finally,
that even a graphic review of representations of bird in early Indian archaeological
and aesthetic sources is beyond the purview
of this note. A more detailed study with
specific and individual focus on three components–skeletal materials, prehistoric and
protohistoric artistic creations and historical
aesthetic compositions–is expected to yield a
more comprehensive understanding of birds
in Indian art and archaeology.
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Avian Emotions

The Mind of Birds
Debashis Banerjee and Anindita Banerjee
Sunshine Birdworld

Birds are colourful.
Birds are beautiful.
Birds are dexterous.
Birds are intelligent.
But ...
Do birds also have a mind of their own
which can emote?
That the parlance “having a bird brain” is a
misnomer is common knowledge now. There
used to be a time when birds were believed
to be no-brainers and human beings with
less than average intelligence were equated
with birds. However, today the intelligence of
birds has been well documented and widely
established by many scientific evidences.
But a question that can only be answered
by those who have been in very close contact
with these feathered friends for a long period
of time is that: do birds really have a mind that
can have feelings like us humans? Do they
rejoice, grieve and have emotions like us?
Our association with birds is several decades old. We are in love with exotic feathers
for as long as we can remember. For decades
we have spent major chunks of our days with
birds, reading about them, taking care of
them, trying to build an ideal habitat for them,
trying to understand their nutritional requirements, social necessities and environmental
requisites, nurturing their babies and, often,
spending hours to cater to their individual
idiosyncrasies.
The rewards of this seemingly endless

association have been phenomenal. Such
associations have also led to repeated observations providing us with a large amount
of experience. We have seen that birds with
greater intelligence definitely have more
emotions. Parakeets and parrots are birds
believed to be endowed with a great deal
of intelligence. Thus these would be birds
which would also be bestowed with greater
emotional attributions.

The word “emotion” is defined as “a strong
feeling derived from one’s circumstance or
mood”. Thus having the capability to enjoy
or experience joyfulness is undoubtedly
an expression of being emotional. We have
been experiencing this expression of being
joyful in birds day in and day out at Sunshine
Birdworld. The birds flap their wings, spread
themselves out and soak themselves in the
first drops of rains after prolonged droughts
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with so much enjoyment! Even hens with
eggs or chicks in their nests rush out to get a
sprinkle of rain water onto their outstretched
wings, forgetting their nestlings for a brief
period of time. We watch them rejoicing
with their mates in the rains and then, rushing back to take care of their custody with
sudden frenzy in their flight. And then when
the sun emerges from behind overcast skies
after days of relentless rains, we see the birds
enjoying the sunshine with gusto. Changes
in seasons reflect a definite change in the
behaviour and demeanour of each and every
psittacine. These expressions of joy cannot be
estimated numerically, but can be measured
empirically with the mind’s eye even by a
cursory observer. Whenever any bird fails to
respond to the changes in the environment
in its usual manner, the daily caregiver is sure
to have noted some irregularity in the health
or in the general situation of the bird.

As with joy, the expression of sorrow is
an equally potent manifestation of emotion.
There are birds which pair bond for life, and
if, due to any reason one bird of a pair passes
away, the other would grieve throughout
its life, but never accept a new mate. Such
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devotion is indeed an elevated emotion.
Then, there are birds which prefer living in
flocks. Separation of such a bird from its flock
due to any reason whatsoever is encountered
with agony on part of the single separated
bird, often leading to long term behavioural
issues of the bird, that are difficult to deal
with. Death of an offspring is also associated
with expression of grief. A bird would often
sit in front of its dead chick for a long time,
and would sometimes refuse food. But in case
the hen has other nestlings to attend to, she
would respond to the call of duty overlooking everything else. For a mother bird, emotions are definitely inferior to the instincts
for procreation, survival and continuation of
the species. This instinct would sometimes
lead a mother bird to kill her own diseased
or severely infected chick for the purpose of
saving the lives of her other healthy babies
sharing the nest with the diseased one. Thus
“the hand that rocks the cradle” can go to
extremes to save the cradle from any danger.
This is as true for the feathered moms as it is
for their human counterparts.

An important faculty of emotion is the
ability to share and care for each other selflessly. Many inspiring tales of this profound
faculty have been observed at Sunshine
BirdWorld over the years. One such incident
involves a very old pair of Moluccan Cockatoo (Cacatua moluccensis), which we had
inherited from our grandparents. These birds
were in our care for more than twenty years,
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living and breeding happily. Unfortunately,
with advanced age, the female bird lost its
eyesight. For the next three years, it was the
male Moluccan Cockatoo which took total
care of its female and would feed and clean
her with complete devotion until her death.
In these three years the female bird would
hardly ever leave the security of her nest box
to come out to eat on her own or to defeacate.
This image of deep empathy has been etched
in our eyes permanently, but we are unable
to recollect it without drops of tears trickling
down the cheeks.

Another such memoir at Sunshine BirdWorld involves a pair of Green-winged Macaws (Ara chloropterus) that had been breeding prolifically over the years. A few years
back the male bird was diagnosed to have a
gangrenous affliction in one of its legs, and
there was no option but to amputate it. We
were devastated and thought that the birds
would not be able to breed any more. Imagine our wonder and ecstasy when we found
in the subsequent breeding season that the
birds had reversed their roles completely and

given birth to two beautiful healthy chicks!
Normally, it is the female bird which sits on
the eggs and broods, while the male gathers
food and feeds her. In this case, as the male
had lost one of its legs, the female bird collected food and fed the male, while the male
one sat continuously onto the eggs and took
care of the chicks when they hatched. They
are doing exactly the same to this day and are
raising successful clutches, undeterred by the
adversity they were faced with!!

A heartwarming incident of avian empathy involving parental love and care was
encountered at Sunshine BirdWorld during
the recent super cyclone Amphan, when
our property was lashed by very high wind
throughout the night, with wind speeds
gusting up to 165 km per hour occasionally.
Obviously, we sustained huge infrastructural
damages. We did lose some birds too. However, our greatest loss was the uprooting of
a large number of of very old eucalyptus,
mahogany, guava, mango and other trees
bordering the periphery of our property,
along with hundreds of smaller banana,
papaya and other fruit and flowering plants
inside the garden. The large trees were homes
for hundreds of cormorants and egrets. Unfortunately, this was the breeding season at
its peak for all these birds. Thus, their nests
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were full of eggs and chicks. Walking through
the wreckage the morning after the cyclone,
we found hundreds of broken cormorant
and egret eggs and not less than a hundred
chicks of various sizes lying on the ground.
The majority of the chicks were alive: shivering due to shock and cold. We picked all
the living chicks up and tried to arrange for
their proper rehabilitation. They feed only on
small live fish, so procuring that for so many
chicks in the midst of a catastrophe on a daily
basis was quite a task. But the parents had
seen us picking up the chicks and wanted
to help us raise them. They themselves had
been rendered homeless and had lost their
babies, but each morning they would leave
small pieces of fish for the babies just below
the trees which had once been their homes
and from where we had picked the babies
up. The astonishing thing was that no other
bird would touch these fishes, which were offered as “baby food”. Although the quantity
was insufficient, they did not miss to keep
the food even for a single day! With time of
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course the chicks became bigger, learnt to eat
by themselves, learnt to fly and were released
by us at a far end where a few big trees still
stood tall. The daily supplies of “baby food”
also became lesser and lesser and stopped
around the same time! We were astounded
by the sensibility of the parent birds!
As regards the various aspects of emotions like love, jealousy, hate and anger: all
of these can be seen in different birds in different proportions. Some birds are overtly
demonstrative and spread their entire spectra
of varied emotions out in the open for anyone
who cares to stop by and watch out. Others
are subtle in their emotional outpours and
would require a careful observer to unravel
their minds. But the vast majority of birds
would reveal their inner magic only to those
who can swing the magic wand in the proper
way and can sing a song or two along with
them! One has to spend years with avians to
learn to swing the wand properly and to tune
in melodiously to sing their ethereal song
along with them!!!
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পাখির দেশে
অরুণ কুমার চক্রবর্তী
রেখাচিত্রম

সারা পৃ থিবীতে কত পাখি আছে সেটি গণনা
করার চেষ্টা করেছেন পক্ষী বিশারদ Fisher।
দেখা গেছে ১০০০ মিলিয়ন অর্থাৎ ১০ হাজার লক্ষ
পাখি আছে এই পৃ থিবীতে।
ব্রিটেনে প্রতি বছর ১২০ মিলিয়ন পক্ষী শাবক
তৈরি হয়। পাখি বিশারদ Peterson হিসেব
করেছেন শুধু আমেরিকাতেই প্রতি বছর পাখি
জন্মায় ৭৬০০ মিলিয়ন। অন্য দেশেও এইরকম
গণনা হয়েছে।
গবেষকরা বলছেন পাখিরা যেখানে বসবাস
করে প্রায় প্রতি ১০ হেক্টর অর্থাৎ ২৫ একর
জায়গাতে প্রায় ৭৫০ টি শাবক জন্মাতে পারে
বছরে এমন দেখা গেছে। আবার এটাও দেখা
গেছে সব জায়গায় একই হারে পাখিরা জন্মায়
না । ক�োথাও বেশি ক�োথাও কম। সাধারণত
পাখিদের কলরব শুনেই তাদের সংখ্যার হিসেব
করেন বিশেষজ্ঞরা এবং সেটি দিনের বেলা।
কিন্তু সব পাখি যে দিনের বেলা বাসা ছাড়ে তা
নয় ক�োন ক�োন পাখি রাত্রিতেও খাবার সন্ধানে
বেরিয়ে পড়ে। তাই পাখি গণনা করা বেশ একটু
ঝামেলার কাজ, এটা একটা ম�োটামুটি গণনা করা
হয়ে থাকে। একেবারে সঠিক হিসেব করা সম্ভব
হয়নি আজ পর্যন্ত ।
পাখিদের পূ র্বপুরুষ কারা ?
পক্ষীবিশারদরা মনে করেন সরীসৃ প থেকেই
পাখিদের স্বাধীন বিবর্তন ঘটেছে, যদিও বাস্তব
উদাহরণ তেমন কিছু পাওয়া যায় না, তবে কিছু
মিল আছে এদের।
ডাইন�োসর আর কুমিরের অনেক মিল খুঁজে
পেয়েছেন পাখি বিশেষজ্ঞরা।

এদের মস্তিষ্ক, েচায়াল,
গলার গঠন এবং পা, এমনকি
বুকের খাঁচার হাড় আর ক�োমরের
গঠনও একই রকম, এরা ডিম
পাড়ে।
জার্মানিতে পাওয়া তিনটি
ফসিল থেকে বিজ্ঞানীদের অনু মান
ডাইন�োসরের মাথার খুলি, েঠাঁট, ও
পায়ের গঠন পাখিদের মত�ো।
আবার বেশ কিছু অমিল লক্ষ্য করা
যায়। পাখিদের রক্ত গরম, সরীসৃ পের রক্ত ঠান্ডা,
পাখিরা উড়তে পারে, সরীসৃ পেরা পারে না।
এবার আসি পাখিরা ওড়ে কিভাবে, তাদের
চামড়ার ওপর পালক গজায় কেন?
বিশেষজ্ঞরা বলছেন গরম রক্তের এই
প্রাণীটিকে প্রকৃতির ঠান্ডা-গরম আবহাওয়ার হাত
থেকে বাঁচান�োর জন্য পালক-এর অবস্থান। তার
সঙ্গে এই হালকা শরীরে যাতে ক�োন�ো আঘাত
না লাগে তাই পালক দিয়ে ঢাকা সারা শরীর।
তবে পাখিকে কেবল উড়তে সাহায্য করে পাখনার
পালকগুলি। আবার পালকের নানা রং প্রকৃতির
গাছপালার রঙে একাকার হয়ে লু কিয়ে থাকার
একটি অনন্য উপায়ও বটে। কিংবা স্ত্রী পাখির
মন�োরঞ্জনের জন্য নানা রঙে পুরুষ পাখি নিজেকে
সাজান�োর ঘটনায় এই পালক সাহায্য করে।
পাখিদের ওড়ার কায়দা দেখেই মানু ষ
উড়োজাহাজ তৈরীর কথা ভেবেছিল—ইতিহাস
তাই বলে। শিল্পী লিওনার্দো দ্য ভিঞ্চি সারা জীবন
লক্ষ্য করে গেছেন পাখিরা কিভাবে উড়ে বেড়ায়।
তিনি বাজার থেকে পাখি কিনে তাদের উড়িয়ে
দিতেন এবং নানা ভঙ্গিমা লক্ষ্য করতেন কীভাবে
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তারা উড়ে বেড়ায়। তাই তিনি পাতলা কাপড়,
পালক আর কাঠ দিয়ে পাখনা বানিয়ে আকাশে
ওড়ার একটি মডেল যন্ত্র বানিয়েছিলেন।
দেখা গেছে পাখিরা খুব সাবধানে থাকে যাতে
তাদের পালকগুলি ক�োন শক্ত কিছু তে ঘষা না

লাগে। পালকগুলি ময়লা বা ন�োংরা থাকলে, বা
ভিজে গেলে তাদের শরীর গরম রাখার উপযু ক্ত
থাকে না। তাই প্রায় সব পাখি অনেক সময় ব্যয়
করে তাদের পালক ঠ�োঁট দিয়ে পরিষ্কার করে।
দেখা গেছে পাখিদের লেজের নীচের দিকে
একটি গ্ল্যান্ড আছে যাকে Preen gland বলা
হয়। এর থেকে এক ধরনের তেল বের হয়। যে
পাখিরা জলে থাকে সারাদিন তাদের এই গ্রন্থি
থেকে যে তরল বের হয় তা সম্ভবত পালকগুলি
যাতে তেলতেলে থাকে এবং পালকের ক�োন�ো
ক্ষতি না হয় তারই ব্যবস্থা করে। তবে এই পালক
যা পাখিদের বর্ম, চিরকাল থাকে না, নতুন পালক
জন্মায় এবং পুরন�ো পালক ঝরে পড়ে যায়।
মানু ষের খাবার যেমন আলাদা আলাদা, তেমনি
পাখিদের খাদ্যও। ক�োন�ো পাখি নিরামিষ ভ�োজী,
আবার অনেকে আমিষ ভ�োজী । কেউ ফল বা
কেউ মাছ খায়, আবার কেউ সর্বভুক।
পাখির বাসা সে এক অদ্ভু ত বিস্ময়। কেউ
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বাসা বাঁধে গাছের ডালের ক�োটরে, েকউ পাথরের
খাঁজে, েকউবা পাথরের গর্তে আবার কেউ কেউ
অন্যের বাসাতে তাদের জীবন কাটিয়ে দেয়।
আমাদের দেশের ক�োকিলের নাম সকলেরই
জানা যারা মূ লত ডিম পাড়ার প্রয়োজনে অন্যের
বাসাতে অনধিকার প্রবেশ
করে। আবার কিং পেঙ্গু ইন
নিজেদের পায়ের ওপর
দাঁড়ান�ো অবস্থাতে ডিম
পাড়ে। তারা এক জায়গায়
কল�োনি গড়ে সংঘবদ্ধভাবে
থাকে।
অস্ট্রেলিয়ার
Mallee
Fowl,
এরা
Magapodidae পরিবারের সদস্য
যারা গাছের ডালে বাসা
বাঁধে না, এরা বাসা বাঁধে
সমুদ্রতীরে। একটি গর্ত
খুডঁ ়ে তার মধ্যে গাছের
পাতা দিয়ে ভর্তি করে দেয়।
সেখানে কুড়ি থেকে ত্রিশটি
ডিম পাড়ে। এরপর বালি
কাদা দিয়ে দেড় ফুটের মতন একটা আস্তরণ দিয়ে
ঢেকে দেয়। ছ�োট্ট একটা ফুট�ো রেখে গর্ত থেকে
বেরিয়ে যায় মা ও বাবা পাখি।
গর্তের মধ্যে গরম গ্যাসের উত্তাপ সৃ ষ্টি হয়।
সেই উত্তাপ থেকেই ডিম ফ�োটার উপয�োগী অবস্থা
তৈরি হয়। এরপর ঠিক সময় ডিম ফুটে বাচ্চা
সু ড়ঙ্গ পথে বাইরে চলে আসে।
Hornbill এক অদ্ভু ত পাখি। পুরুষ পাখিটি
স্ত্রী পাখিটিকে একটি গাছের গর্তের মধ্যে তুলে
দেয়, েসখানে একটি ছ�োট্ট দেয়াল তৈরি করে আর
তার ভেতরে থাকে একটি ছ�োট গর্ত যা থেকে সে
নিয়মিত খাবার দেয় তার স্ত্রীকে - যতদিন না ডিম
ফুটে বাচ্চা বড় হয়ে উঠতে পারছে।
আমাদের দেশে টুনটুনি পাখিদের (Orthotomus
sutorius) দর্জি পাখি বলা হয়। এরা ঝ�োপের ভিতর
গাছের নিচের দিকে নেমে আসা পাতা বেছে নিয়ে
তাতে সরু সরু লতা দিয়ে সু ন্দরভাবে সেলাই করে
বাসা বানায় যার উপর দিকটা থাকে খ�োলা।
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টুনটুনি পাখির সমগ�োত্রীয় আরেক পাখি হল�ো
ু
বাবই পাখি। এদের তাঁতি পাখি (Weaver Bird)
বলা হয়। কচু গাছে বা লম্বা ক�োন গাছের ডালে
ঝুলতে দেখা যায় এদের বাসা, ঠিক যেন একটি
উল্টান�ো কুঁজ�োর মত�ো।
মজার বিষয় হল�ো এই বাসাটি বানায় পুরুষ
পাখি। সে বাসা বানিয়ে স্ত্রী পাখির জন্য অধীর
আগ্রহে অপেক্ষা করে। অবশেষে স্ত্রী পাখির বাসা
পছন্দ হয়, সে বাসায় ঢুকে পড়ে। তখন সেই
পুরুষ পাখিটি বাসায় ঢ�োকার অনু মতি পায়।
অনেক ক্ষেত্রে দেখা গেছে ছ�োট ছ�োট পাখিরা
দলবদ্ধ ভাবে বেঁচে থাকে। শিকারির হাত থেকে
বাঁচতে তারা সংঘবদ্ধ হয়। আক্রমণকারীদের
বিরুদ্ধে সংঘবদ্ধভাবে একটি প্রতির�োধ গড়ে
ত�োলার চেষ্টা করতে থাকে। একদল যখন
খাবারের সন্ধানে মন�োয�োগ দেয় অন্য দল তখন
ক�োন�ো বিপদ আসছে কিনা সেদিকে নজর রাখে।
তবে বড় শিকারি পাখিরা, েযমন, চিল, বাজপাখি,
পেঁচা এরা একটু অন্যরকম, তারা একা একাই
থাকতে পছন্দ করে বেশি।
বিভিন্ন জায়গায় শীতকালে ভিন্ন ভিন্ন প্রজাতির
পাখির দেখা মেলে। এদেরকে আমরা পরিযায়ী
পাখি বলি। এই পাখিরা যে ভিন্ন ভিন্ন দেশ থেকে
অন্য দেশে উড়ে আসছে তার একটা পরিসংখ্যান
নেওয়া শুরু হয় ডেনমার্কে ১৮৯৯ সালের। এরপর
১৯২০ সালে উত্তর আমেরিকায়।
পাখিদের পায়ে একটি করে রিং পরিয়ে তাতে
দেশের নাম ও ঠিকানা খ�োদাই করা হত�ো, এবং
পুরুষ ও স্ত্রী পাখির একটি তথ্য সংগ্রহ করে রাখা
শুরু হত�ো।

১৯১১ সালে ফিঙে জাতীয় পাখি ধরা পড়ল
দক্ষিণ আফ্রিকায় এক ফার্ম হাউসে। পাখিটিকে
১৮ মাস আগে ইংল্যান্ডে রিং পরান�ো হয়েছিল।
পাখিদের অনু সরণ করে দেখা গেছে ছ�োট বা
বড় পাখির দল দিনে কিংবা রাতে এক দেশ থেকে
অন্য দেশে পাড়ি দেয়।
সব পাখি পরিযায়ী নয়। উত্তর ইউর�োপের
এবং আমেরিকার উত্তর সামুদ্রিক অঞ্চলের দু ইতৃতীয়াংশ পাখি হল�ো গ্রীষ্মের অতিথি। কিন্তু
নাতিশীত�োষ্ণ দেশগুলিতে অধিকাংশ পাখি স্থায়ী
বাসিন্দা। ছ�োট শরীরের এই পাখিরা দীর্ঘ পথ
অতিক্রম করার জন্য যে শক্তির প্রয়োজন হয়
তারা তা মজুত করে তাদের শরীরের fat থেকে।
দেশান্তরিত হওয়ার কয়েক সপ্তাহ আগে থেকে
তারা তাদের ওজনের এক তৃতীয়াংশের বেশি fat
মজুত করে। জলপথে বিশাল পথ কীভাবে তারা
অতিক্রম করে বিশেষজ্ঞদের কাছে এটি একটি
বিরাট বিস্ময়!
পক্ষী বিজ্ঞানীরা পৃ থিবীর সমস্ত পাখির এক
বৈজ্ঞানিক নাম দিয়েছেন Aves। মূ লত সাতাশটি
পরিবারে বিভক্ত করেছেন এই পাখিদের। যাদের
মধ্যে চড়াই প্রজাতির ছ�োট পাখির শ্রেণী সব থেকে
বড়। এদের বৈজ্ঞানিক নাম Perching birds
বা Passeriformes । আর সব থেকে ছ�োট
গ�োষ্ঠীর পাখিদের মধ্যে একমাত্র জীবিত উপজাতি
হল�ো উটপাখি। এদের নাম দেওয়া হয় Struthio
camelus।
কৃতজ্ঞতা: গগনের পাখিরা — নিখিলেশ বন্দ্যোপাধ্যায়।
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Preserving Avifaunal Diversity in Santragachi
Jheel, Howrah, West Bengal, India
Advay Mishra
Student, Calcutta International School
Introduction

Santragachi Jheel

The human civilization and its early nonhuman ancestors were governed by water
sources, namely, the wetlands. Wetland is
considered as an interface between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. It is the most
precious life-sustaining water resource
which plays a crucial role as the ecosystem
service provider. It provides food, filtered
water and offers a unique habitat for many
different species. Although wetlands occupy only 2% of the surface area of the
earth, yet they are the most productive
ecosystem of the world. They also play a
vital role in the sustenance of different lifeforms and often harbour many endemic as
well as endangered species. In the recent
past wetlands have not been given due
importance and they have been considered as wasteland and breeding ground of
disease carrying insects. There have also
been cases of encroachments and neglect
which has disturbed the habitat of various
species which thrive on wetlands. In this
context the preservation of biodiversity in
wetlands has become a challenge (Gopal,
1995 & Ali, 1996).

This is one of the most prominent wetlands of
Howrah district, West Bengal spreading over an
area of 32 acres. It is located on the northern side
of the Santragachi Rly. Station (South Eastern
Railway) and is nearly 8 kilometres away from
the central part of Kolkata. The Jheel is roughly
rectangular in shape having a total area of 10.87
hectares. It has a length of about 914 metres with
a width of 305 metres, a perimetre of 2418 metres
and the main depth varies from 1.5 to 2.13 metre.
This freshwater aquatic system is flanked by rail
yards on one side and dwelling houses on the
other. The Jheel has large trees along the banks
which provide shelter and food for many species of birds. The most important feature of the
Jheel is extensive proliferation of water hyacinth
(Eichhornia crassipes) which covers the whole of
the Jheel throughout the year. This wetland has
provided shelter and food to a large number of
migratory water birds in the past. However, it has
continuously faced anthropogenic pressure due
to its vicinity to Kolkata and the bird population
has fluctuated over the years.

Wetland of West Bengal
The fresh water wetlands in West Bengal
are distributed over 3.35 lakh ha. excluding
rivers, canals and paddy fields. The wetlands
with varied forms and characteristics support
widely diverse floral and faunal resources especially the habitat of resident and migratory
birds. One such abode of migratory birds is
Santragachi Jheel in Howrah district.
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Objective of the study
The objective of this study is to review the
results of the studies so far done on status of
biodiversity with special reference to resident
and visiting migratory birds in Santragachi
Jheel. Recent effort in preserving this precious
wetland has also been included. The findings
in this paper may be of help in preparation of
management plan of the Jheel.
Review of the studies
Mazumdar and Saha (2005) studied
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diversity and behavior of waterfowl in Santragachi Jheel during the period from October
to April 2002–2003 and 2003–2004. In the
study they recorded 27 species of water birds
belonging to seven families, of which eight
(29.63%) were migrants, eleven (40.74%) local
migrants and eight (29.63%) resident. In the
study, Lesser Whistling Duck was the most
abundant species of migratory birds and a
considerable number of birds roosted on the
small islands made of water hyacinth.

Santragachi Jheel in Nov, 2000

Mazumdar et al. (2006) published the
report based on results of a comprehensive
study conducted in six wetlands including
Santragachi Jheel of southern West Bengal.
The survey was conducted during January,
2006 when most of the migratory water birds
visit the wetland. In Santragachi Jheel higher
population (9869 nos.) of water birds and
wetland-associated species were recorded.
The study reported the Lesser Whistling Duck
as the most populous species comprising
96.2% of water bird population. Lastly it was
concluded that the Jheel is an important wintering ground for birds.
Scientists of the West Bengal Biodiversity
Board and the Centre for Biodiversity Studies, Vivekananda College, Kolkata jointly
conducted a survey in the Santragachi Jheel
in September, 2008. They made an extensive
study of biodiversity of the Jheel for which the
whole area was divided into 290 grids based
on latitude – longitude by using a GPS (Garmin etrex). The vegetation map was prepared
including all species of macrophytes – floating and submerged, present in each grid. The
sampling plots were randomly selected within

1 metre of the waterline around the Jheel and
sampled by using a dip-n-drag net and also
by ad libitum search. The study also included
physical and chemical parametres of water
and subsurface sediment of the Jheel. A list of
twenty seven water bird species which usually
visit the Jheel was prepared by Prakriti Sansad,
Kolkata an NGO working in the area. This was
incorporated in the paper. The results of the
study showed higher values of N, P, K, Pb and Cr
in the sediment and low BOD level in the Jheel.
It included seventeen wetland macrophytes
but submerged ones were found to be low
in abundance. The bank vegetation included
twenty nine species under twenty five genera
and sixteen families. A rich population of macroinvertebrates including mollusks and insects
was recorded in the study.
Patra et al. (2011) conducted a study
during 2000-2002 to ascertain the seasonal
abundance and population dynamics of zooplankton community and its relationship with
physico-chemical factors of the water bodies
at Santragachi Jheel. A total of eighteen species under twelve families and fifteen genera
were recorded. The work also reported abundance of different groups of zooplankton.
Ghosh et al. (2012) observed in their study
at the Santragachi Jheel between November,
2009 and July, 2010, presence of 29 phytoplankton taxa. The study showed a low diverse
community in the monsoon period.
In 2012 Mukherjee and Gupta made an assessment of avifaunal diversity of Santragachi
wetland during the period from November
2009 to March 2010. The study reported a total
of twenty species of birds belonging to eight
families under six orders.
Diversity of aquatic insects in Santragachi
Jheel was studied by Das et al. (2016). They
conducted survey during the period from
September 2015 to February 2016 and reported presence of three orders of insects like
Hemiptera (4 species), Coleoptera (9 species)
and larvae (naiad) of Odonata.
Palit (2018) studied the status of wetland
birds in Santragachi Jheel for three consecutive
years from 2013-2015. Altogether twenty five
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species of birds were identified, of these Lesser
Whistling Duck was found to be the dominant
ones followed by Gadwall and Northern Pintail.
The density of birds reached a peak during
December-January months. Total number of
birds fluctuated over 4000-5000 in number.
In January 2019 a report was published by
Karelia in Swatch Warriors in which it was reported that number of visiting migratory birds
in 2017 and 2018 was greatly reduced due to
problems in cleaning up of water hyacinth in
the Jheel.

Cormorants and whistling ducks at the Heels struggling to get a foothold

Management Strategy
Santragachi is located in the densely populated area of the Howrah district. The Jheel is
surrounded by dense habitations, railway yard
and small scale industrial complexes. It has been
reported that the Jheel is also being polluted
due to the dumping of municipal and plastic
waste. The satellite imagery in 2020 shows a
large number of constructions work around
the Jheels. As a result the Jheel has been facing
serious anthropogenic pressure. The migratory bird population in the Jheel reduced to as
low as 800 in the year 2017 from 9869 in 2006.
The results of various studies have played a
catalytic role in bringing the problems of the
Santragachi Jheel under the scanner. This has
necessitated development of a management
plan for the Jheel.
Santragachi is placed within a complex
governance framework. While the land belongs
to the Ministry of Railways, Howrah Municipal
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Corporation is responsible for the normal
cleaning and garbage disposal. The general
regulatory oversight is done by the West Bengal
Bio-Diversity Board. In the past, there has been
a coordination failure due to the multiplicity of
agencies. In 2019 the Board took an initiative
to restore the habitat for the birds by scientific
cleaning of the wetland. While the logistics was
provided by the Howrah Municipal Corporation,
the cleaning of the water hyacinth was done
in a calibrated manner (leaving part of dried
water hyacinth for roosting) with the help of
‘Nature Mates - Nature Club’. Full removal of
water hyacinth, however, could not be done
since the migratory birds had started visiting
the Jheel. Howrah Municipal Corporation has
put in place a mechanism to stop dumping of
waste near the Santragachi Jheel. At the same
time sensitization workshops have been conducted at the Jheel to involve community and
educate them about the value of the wetland.
As a result the number of migratory birds visited
in 2019 shot up to 5694 from 2889 as observed
in 2018. This is a remarkable achievement in
the context that West Bengal was hit by the
cyclone ‘Bulbul’ in late 2019 which had caused
a large number of deaths of migratory birds.
The achievement is an outcome of a successful
collaboration among the regulator, urban local
body and NGO.

Santragachi Jheel (after cleaning, Jan 2020)

Discussion and Conclusion
Altogether nine different studies on ecology and biodiversity of specially resident and
migratory water birds have been reviewed here
to develop a firsthand idea about the health of
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the Santragachi Jheel through analysis of biodiversity and population of winter migrants in the
Jheels. It was noted that the phytoplankton and
zooplankton population which indicate the status of water body was rich in both quality and
quantity. Altogether 30-35 birds were recorded
by different researchers. Lesser Whistling Duck
was the dominant species among the migratory
birds. Along with them commonly spotted birds
were northern Pintail, Gadwall, northern Shoveler, Garganey, comb Duck, common Moorhen,
cotton pygmy Goose, Fulvous whistling Duck,
Red Crested Pochard and knob billed Ducks.
It was also observed that the birds were flying
in all the way from Kazakhstan, Russia, China
and other countries. In most of the papers the
authors mentioned that the presence of water
hyacinth all over the Jheel prohibited birds to
settle for roosting and feeding. High use of fertilizer in the catchment area has resulted into
high presence of N,P,K in wetland which has led
to prolific growth of water hyacinth. The studies
suggest year round scientific management of
water hyacinth in the Jheel. This has been successfully attempted in late 2019 by bringing
in coordination among different stakeholders
and setting a future trajectory for management
of the wetland. Since the wetland is located in
a complex surrounding it is not possible for
a single agency to ensure that the wetland is
properly maintained and provides full range of
biodiversity services. In the management plan
roles of different agencies need to be clearly
delineated to bring in synergy.
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Birds of East Calcutta Wetlands and Erstwhile Marshy Salt
Lakes
Asok Kanti Sanyal
Biological Science Secretary, The Asiatic Society
While passing through the EM Bypass after
Chingrighata you will find the huge open
areas with many large and small water bodies, that is the border area of the Wetland of
International Importance under Ramsar Convention in 2002 – the East Kolkata Wetlands
(EKW). It is comprised of numerous water
bodies and agricultural fields with an area
of 12,500 hectare situated to the east of the
city of Kolkata in the districts of 24 Parganas
North and South. Pollen analysis and Radio
Carbon Dating clearly indicated that when
Calcutta was born in the late 1600’s the whole
area east of the city was part of Sundarbans,
the mangrove forests that has now retreated
about 100 kms from the city. The area - within
the EKW - is considered the ’kidney’ of Kolkata
and adjoining areas because of its ability to
naturally treat waste water. The health and
function of any ecosystem depend on the
status of biodiversity present there. Hence, it
is a regular practice to monitor the state of art
of the system by checking the status of physical and biological components. Recently,
the EKW Management Authority with the
expertise of Late Kushal Mookherjee studied
the present status of avian fauna of EKW and
has published a pictorial book written by Late
Mookherjee - Birds of East Kolkata Wetlands
containing beautiful photographs and short
descriptions of 267 birds recorded from EKW.
Some of the important birds are Ducks, Geese,
Cormorants, Darter, Gulls and Terns and shore
birds or waders such as Storks, Crakes, Rails,
Gallinules, Coot, Cranes, Jacanas, Snipes,
Herons, Plovers and Sandpipers (Mookherjee,
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Kushal 2016. Birds of East Kolkata Wetlands.
East Kolkata Wetlands Management Authority, Department of Environment, Government
of West Bengal, 117 pp.).
Before reclamation of the marshy Salt
lakes during 1958 and 1965 to develop the
Salt Lake city, the present areas of the Salt
Lake city and the East Kolkata Wetlands (EKW)
were continuous having similar topography
which is seen in the photographs. The first
systematic and extensive survey of mammals, birds and bird-ringing in the erstwhile
Salt lakes were undertaken by the scientists
of Zoological Survey of India (ZSI) led by the
acclaimed ornithologist and senior scientist
in ZSI Dr. Biswamoy Biswas during the period
from 1961 to 1969.
A brief note on the results of the studies
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done by the ZSI scientists was prepared by
S. S. Saha and others and published in the
Journal Bombay Natural History Society (Vol.
68, 1971). The topography of the Salt Lakes
as they observed was a marshy area with
numerous water bodies used extensively as
fisheries and large number of fish rearing
farms (bheri). The most common aquatic
plants there were Nal reed (Phragmites karka),
Hogla bulrush (Typha angustata) and water
Hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) besides various grasses, herbs and shrubs on land. They
reported birds from the Salt Lakes which were
not supposed to be present there according
to the earlier records. Tyller’s Swallow (Hirundo
rustica tytleri) which was known only from
Dacca and Mymensingh was recorded as a
regular winter visitor in the Salt Lakes along
with Hirundo rustica rustica and Hirundo rustica gutturalis during late October to April.
They also observed that the number of tytleri
birds is less than the other two subspecies.
Another common visitor in the Salt Lakes that
preferred to live in reed-beds was the Chinese
Wryneck (Jynx torqailla). Blackbrowed Reed

Warbler (Acrocephalus bistrigiceps) which was
known from Assam and Manipur only was
recorded by the scientists as regular visitor
in the Salt Lakes in small numbers during
winter. It was recorded from thick reed-beds,
generally in association with the Paddyfield
Warbler (Acrocephalus agricola), Blyth’s Reed
Warbler (Acrocephalus dumetorum) and the
Grasshopper Warbler (Locustella certhiola). According to the published records Indian Great
Reed Warbler (Acrocephalus stentoreus brunnescense) was only a winter visitor in Bengal,
but the team found the bird as resident in the
Salt Lakes and influx of migrant populations
in winter. The resident population was found
to breed in thick reeds during the monsoon.
In this brief but very informative note the
authors described the nest building methods and nature of nests, characters of eggs
and nestlings. This long term study by ZSI
recorded 248 species from the erstwhile Salt
Lakes (Mookherjee, Kushal 2016. Birds of East
Kolkata Wetlands. East Kolkata Wetlands Management Authority, Department of Environment, Government of West Bengal, 117 pp.).

SOME INTERESTING BIRDS FROM
THE SALT LAKES
from The Journal of the Bombay
Natural History Society,
Vol 68 (1971)
Courtesy: : Sujan Chatterjee
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Birds Captured through Lens from Salt Lake (Banabitan)
Soumitra Chakraborty
Photographer
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My journey started as an amateur photographer clicking photos of all kinds of events, (be it marriage ceremony, birthday party and so on) but my likings towards nature & wildlife attracted me so immensely that I got
dissolved in its aroma. In 2010 I took a deep dive into my passion and finally paid a visit to the African National
Park and got mesmerized by the true beauty of untouched natural habitat.
I had an opportunity to experience capturing the wildlife of the largest mangrove forest in
the world namely Sunderbans in West Bengal and got the golden opportunity to capture the Royal Bengal tiger in its rich but difficult habitat. I have visited local bird
sanctuaries like Purbasthali Bird Sanctuary (in Burdwan), Chintamani Kar
Bird Sanctuary (Near Narendrapur), Santragachi Jheel at Howrah,
Bharatpur in Rajasthan, Mangalajodi Bird Sanctuary at Odisha,
where number of local and migratory birds throng every year.
The most fabulous bird sanctuary near my residential area is BANABITAN,
Saltlake. Locally is known as Central Park, Saltlake. It is a public urban park. It is the
second largest open space in Kolkata Metropolitan area after the Maidan. The park
is built around an expansive water body. There is a bridge which connects one side
of the lake to an island which has a Pagoda. The lake serves as a haven for water birds
like Lesser Whistling Duck, Common Moorhen, Egrets, Cormorants and other species. The
park has a very beautiful Rose Garden as well where in bloom the rose flowers present is
a delightful sight.
I have captured more than 200 photos of both Indigenous and Migratory birds visiting
Banabitan throughout the year out of which pictures of only twenty birds are showing here.
Some local indegenous birds which are captured include – Rose Ringed Parakeet,
Black Hooded Cormorant, Purple Sunbird, White breasted Kingfisher, Lesser flameback
Woodpecker, Green Bee-eater, Spotted Owlet, Waterhen etc.
The peaceful wetland-like surface attracts birds like Kingfisher, Pond herons and
Barn Swallows.

Asian Pied Starling
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Blue Eared Barbet
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Black Hooded Orile

Green Pigeon

Green Pig Common Hawk Cuckoo
Green Bee-eater
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Malabar Starling

Lesser Goldenback
Woodpecker

Asian Openbill Stork

Coppersmith Barbet

Rose Ringed Parakeet
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White Breasted Kingfisher
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Night Heron

Hopee

Brahmini Starling

Rufous Woodpecker.

Common Hawk

Spotted Owlet
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Report on Release of an Album of Birds in the
Collection of The Asiatic Society
Sagarika Sur
Publication Division, The Asiatic Society
Flying Feathers: Colourful Drawings of
Birds in the Collection of the Asiatic Society,
1810-1815, an album of birds, edited by Dr.
Asok Kanti Sanyal was released on 4 November 2020 by The Asiatic Society, Kolkata.
The programme set off with the pertinent
speech of Dr. Satyabrata Chakrabarti, the
General Secretary of The Asiatic society. He
began the speech reminding the audience
about the significance and responsibility of
The Asiatic Society in the documentation of
human culture in its all-pervasive diversities
in terms of possession, preservation and dissemination of cultural heritage. The speech
by the General Secretary was followed by the
precise speech of Professor Isha Mahammad,
President of the Asiatic Society. The President
too emphasised on the enriched collection of
The Asiatic Society possessing various objects
of arts and antiquities belonging to different
culture and tradition of Asia including Flora
and Fauna, composed by the indigenous
artists and how they are kept in the museum
of the Society with utmost love and care.
According to Professor Mahammad, instead
of being mere documentation, they are the
miniature paintings and works of art of the
time. He did not miss the chance to pay his
homage as an artist as he aptly commented,
“Being an artist myself, I feel it is quite necessary for me to make a humble appreciation
of the works (numbering 82 as printed in this
Album) of Bird paintings and drawings done
about 200 years ago when photography
was not invented. Perhaps the artists had to
become an ornithologist by circumstances to
study the total habit of the species in details
and come back to his studio or workplace to
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immediately capture his subject perfectly
till the memory is very fresh.” He has also expressed his awe about the mastery reflected
in the paintings, the softness of the feathers,
bony character of legs, paws and nails, different types of beaks with fine moustaches,
glittering eyes and their nests and eggs too.
Though the works of art possess extreme
aesthetic qualities, the names of the artists
remain unknown; however, Professor Mahammad speculated them to be painted by indigenous artists, like the renowned bird painter
Ustad Mansur in Mughal Court. He concluded
the speech by expressing his gratitude to the
editor of the book and wishing the publication a grand success.
Dr. Asok Kanti Sanyal, the Biological
Science Secretary of The Asiatic Society,
considered the day as a day of happiness
for the 237 years old publication section of
the society for releasing the e-version of the
album containing drawings of birds which are
a small part of the hundreds of treasures of
the artistic drawings composed by the Indian
artists more than 200 years ago, as the paintings belonging to timeline of 1810-1815 are
still preserved in the museum of the Asiatic
Society. The paintings of the present album
were collected at the initiative of the Francis
Buchanan Hamilton, the surgeon of Lord
Wellesley, the then Governor General of the
Government of India. “The album documents
85 drawings of bird figures, distributed over
28 families, 40 genre and 60 species. For each
of them information related to salient characters and other features have been incorporated”, Dr. Sanyal commented. He expressed his
high hope and optimism about the reception

Events
of the publication as an authentic document depicting artistic acumen of Indian artists of
the early 19th century. He concluded his speech by expressing gratitude to Dr. Satyabrata
Chakrabarti and Dr. Ramkrishna Chatterjee, Publication Secretary of The Asiatic Society for
their keen interest in publishing the album, and also to Late Kushal Mukhopadhyay and Dr.
Rudraprasad Das for extending help in the identification of the birds.
The Book was launched by Mr. Soumen Mitra, IPS, Additional Director General of Police,
West Bengal and an ardent nature lover.
Following is the extract of the address delivered by Mr. Soumen Mitra:
It is my proud privilege to launch
Flying Feathers by Dr Asok Kanti
Sanyal. I thank The Asiatic Society for
giving me the opportunity to launch
this book of drawings from the Francis Buchanan collection. Buchanan
spent a lot of time documenting the
natural history of 19th century India
from Latbagan Barrackpore which
is now the training Academy of the
State Police of which I am presently
in charge.
I also congratulate Dr Sanyal for bringing out this collection for those interested in
natural history.
Towards the 18th century and during much of the 19th century, European residents
in India showed a keen interest in natural history. Besides collecting specimens, they
procured drawings of birds, animals and plants which provided the basis for later scientific research. The artists were in many cases Indians but Europeans also assisted in
this important task. As a consequence large numbers of drawings were made, many of
them for private collectors, others on the instruction of the East India Company as part
of an official policy.
By the end of the 18th century the Company realised the economic value of research
into natural history. The first real step was the establishment of botanic gardens, the largest being the one started by Colonel Robert Kyd in Shibpur. Others in this group include
Dr William Roxburgh, Dr Nathaniel Wallich, Dr John Forbes Royle, Dr William Griffith, Dr
Francis Day and William Lloyd Gibbons amongst others.
The second step taken by the Company towards the encouragement of research on
natural history was the establishment of an ‘Institution for the promotion of Natural History of India’ with a menagerie and aviary at Barrackpore by Lord Wellesley in 1804. This
institution was placed under the supervision of Dr Francis Buchanan who was incidentally
the personal physician of the Governor General. Civil and military officers all over India and
East Indies were directed to send specimens of quadrupeds and birds to Barrackpore for
Dr Buchanan to sketch and document them. In 1805 Wellesley was recalled and Buchanan
after an year was transferred out to the districts on survey work.
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Later when the Governor General, the Earl of Moira, instructed Buchanan in 1815 to
leave all the natural history and survey drawings in India, a number of zoological drawings from Barrackpore were handed over to Wallich for copying at the Botanic Garden.
A few years later some of these original drawings were sent to the Court of Directors by
Wallich. The remainder comprising 226 Buchanan drawings in water colour and pencil
depicting 169 birds were sent to the Asiatic Society in 1842.
British artists rarely came to India to do natural history paintings and thus the majority of the artists were Indians though they remained anonymous. However we get a few
names like Shiek Zainuddin, Mirza Sangi Beg, Bhawani Das, Ram Das, Manu Lal, Vishnu
Prasad, who were prominent natural history artists.
These drawings mainly executed by Indian artists for British collectors have been
designated by many as ‘Company School Art’ or ‘Patna Painting’ or ‘Firangi Art’ or even
‘Indian Export Art’ but the fact remains that it was a collaboration between the British
and the Indians in the field of documenting the natural history of colonial India.
I once again thank the Asiatic Society for inviting me on this occasion and Dr Sanyal
for bringing out this informative book.
Thank you.

Book to showcase birds that lived in Kolkata 200 years ago

Siberian rubythroat and (R) Blue-bearded bee eater
Jimli.Mukherjeepandey
@timesgroup.com
KOLKATA: Two hundred years ago,
the city would wake up to chirps
of hundreds of varieties of birds,
who no longer live here. Many
have become extinct while some
have chosen to recede to greener,
cleaner and quieter homes away
from the city. British ornithologists,
during the Company’s rule, took
a keen interest in these tropical
birds and studied them in great
details recording their behaviour
and movement.
One such mammoth project
was commissioned at the Asiatic

Society, where the birds were drawn
in colour in true likeness. These
paintings lay preserved in the
annals of the society’s archives for
two centuries with hardly anyone
having seen them. The society has
finally decided to publish them. The
project, “Flying Feathers”, will be
published digitally on Wednesday
and the physical volume will follow it.
After studying the drawings
present day experts have identified species that are no longer seen
in the city. The Southern Grey
Shrike, that was locally called
Kashai Pakhi, is a bird that has
not only made its exit from the city
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but has also entered the Red List
of ‘threatened categories’ of the
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). Among
the other birds that are no longer
seen in the city but are part of the
drawings are, Siberian Rubythroat,
Crow-billed Drongo, Blue-bearded Bee-eater and Rufous-necked
Laughingthrush.
The present book contains 85
of these coloured drawings of birds,
that were commissioned to artists
by Francis Buchanan Hamilton,
who was the then governor general,
Lord Wellesley’s surgeon and also a
zoologist. The drawings were done
between 1810-15 and covers 58 species from 28 families and 40 genera.
“Though well preserved, these
drawings were not published all
these years and so people did not
get a chance to see these birdsh,”
said historian Ramkrishna Chatterjee, the publications secretary
of the Society. The book has been
edited by Asok Kanti Sanyal, presently the chairman of the West
Bengal Biodiversity Board.
Courtesy: The Times of India

Birds from the Artists’ Gallery

Artist: Anuradha Bysack
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Birds from the Artists’ Gallery

Artist: Kanchan Pathak

Artist: Sagarika Sur

Artist:
Sneha Agarwal
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Birds from the Artists’ Gallery

Artist: Rajkumar Mukherjee
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Thread on canvas
Artist : Rekha Chakraborty

Van Gogh : Thread on canvas (embroidered)
Artist : Arun Kumar Chakraborty

Thread on canvas, Artist : Rekha Chakraborty
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L¡¢mc¡−pl f¡M£,

শ্রী সত্যচরণ লাহা,
গুরুদাস চট্টোপাধ্যায়
এন্ড সন্স, কলিকাতা
১৯৩৪, পৃ ১৯১, মূ ল্য
৬ টাকা

""k¢cJ påÉ¡ B¢p−R j¾c j¿Û−l
ph pwN£a C¢‰−a ®N−R b¡¢ju¡ - - - -''
haÑj¡e L−l¡e¡ Bh−q f¢l¢ÙÛ¢a A−eLV¡ Hje
q−mJ ®b−j k¡u¢e f¡¢Ml N¡e, f¡¢Ml LmL¡L¢mz
ný−l k¡¢¿»L piÉa¡l ®L¡m¡q−m k¡ fË¡u AnË¥a
¢Rm BS a¡ Øfø q−u E−W−Rz f¡¢Ml X¡−L
Bj¡−cl O¤j i¡‰−R, Bjl¡ ®S−N EW¢Rz ®pC
L−h pª¢øl B¢cL¡m ®b−L j¡e¤o h−el f¡¢Ml N¡e
ö−e Be¾c ®f−u−R, a¡l ¢h¢Qœ l©−f j¤‡ q−u−Rz
fË¡Q£e …q¡¢Q−œ Hl ASpË ¢ecnÑe l−u−Rz d£−l
d£−l piÉa¡l œ²j¢hL¡−nl p¡−b p¡¢qaÉ, pwN£a,
i¡úkÑ, ¢QœLm¡u ®cM¡ k¡u f¡¢Ml Ef¢ÙÛ¢az
°h¢cL p¡¢q−aÉJ ¢h¢iæ f¡¢Ml E−õM l−u−Rz
l¡S¡ h¡cn¡q−cl f¡¢M ®f¡o¡l h¡ ¢eSü fr£l¡mu
¢ejÑ¡−Zl L¡¢qe£ ®a¡ k¤−N k¤−N fËh¡qj¡ez Mªøf§hÑ L¡m
®b−LC f¡¢Ml k¡ha£u QQÑ¡ -- a¡l fËSee, h¡p¡,
®cn¡¿¹l£ N¢a¢h¢d, p¤¤nª´Mm AhÙÛ¡ei¢‰ CaÉ¡¢c
¢h¢iæ ®c−n q−a b¡−Lz CE−l¡−f Q¡l−n¡ na−L
fr£ QQÑ¡ öl¦ q−mJ Bl−h Hl öl¦ qu Aøj
na−Lz d£−l d£−l a¡ AeÉ¡eÉ CE−l¡f£u ®c−nJ
R¢s−u f−sz pçcn na¡ë£−a fËbj °h‘¡¢eL
fÜ¢a ®j−e f¡¢Ml ¢hhlZ J ®nËZ£¢heÉ¡p, a¡−cl
BQlZ J fËSee CaÉ¡¢c ¢e−u S£h ¢hcÉ¡l A‰
¢q−p−h ¢hq‰ašÄ¢hcÉ¡ h¡ Ornithology ¢hou¢Vl
QQÑ¡ öl¦ qmz HCi¡−h 1858 p¡−m ¢hË−V−e ÙÛ¡¢fa
qm British Ornithologist Union z p¡l¡¢h−nÄ
R¢s−u f−s HC ¢hcÉ¡l QQÑ¡z i¡l−aJ Brian

Hodgson, Edward Blyth, C. Jerdon fËj¤M
CE−l¡f£u−cl q¡a d−l öl¦ qu fr£¢hcÉ¡l QQÑ¡z
h¡h¤ paÉQlZ m¡q¡ (1888-1984)
¢R−me LmL¡a¡l HL S¢jc¡l, hÉhp¡u£ J ¢h¢nø
¢nr¡¢hcz LmL¡a¡l ®n¢lgJ q−u¢R−me ¢a¢ez
AeÉ¡eÉ ®h±¢ÜL QQÑ¡l f¡n¡f¡¢n ¢Rm ay¡l fr£QQÑ¡z
¢a¢e Zoological Society of London-Hl
®g−m¡ J British Ornithologist Union-Hl
pcpÉ ¢R−mez H¢nu¡¢VL ®p¡p¡C¢V−a pcpÉ ¢q−p−h
(01.07.1914) ¢ehÑ¡¢Qa qe jq¡j−q¡f¡dÉ¡u
qlfËp¡c n¡Ù»£l fËÙ¹¡he¡uz H¢nu¡¢VL ®p¡p¡C¢Vl
S¡eÑ¡−m ¢a¢e fË¡u p¡a¢V ¢ehå ¢m−M−Rez fËL«¢a
e¡−j p¢Qœ °h‘¡¢eL f¢œL¡l pÇf¡cL ¢R−me nË£
paÉQlZ m¡q¡z H¢V 1331 p¡−m fËbj fËL¡¢na
quz ®pC pju h¡wm¡u ¢h‘¡e f¢œL¡ ¢qp¡−h
H¢V ®hn e¡j L−l¢Rmz f¡¢M ¢e−u HC f¢œL¡u
a¡l A−eL ®mM¡ ¢Rmz f¡¢M ¢e−u ay¡l ®mM¡
hC-Hl pwMÉ¡ ®hn L−uL¢Vz HjeC HL¢V hC
L¡¢mc¡−pl f¡M£ -- ®k¢V H¢nu¡¢VL ®p¡p¡C¢Vl
NË¿Û¡N¡l−L pjªÜ L−l−Rz
hC¢V …l¦c¡p Q−–¡f¡dÉ¡u Hä p¾p, L¢mL¡a¡
®b−L 1934 p¡−m fËL¡¢naz hC-Hl i¨¢jL¡ ®b−L
Bjl¡ S¡e−a f¡¢l --""L¡¢mc¡p p¡¢q−aÉ ¢hq‰
f¢lQ−ul fË−Qø¡u ¢L¢’v B−m¡Qe¡ Bj¡l f¡¢Ml
Lb¡ NË−¿Û p¢æ¢hø qCu¡¢Rm...z'' ¢L¿¹¥ HC hC¢V−a
p§Q£f−œ ®cM¡ k¡u L¡¢mc¡−pl p¡¢qaÉ -- ®jOc§a,
Ga¥ pwq¡l, lO¤hwn J L¥j¡l pñh J e¡VL¡hm£
e¡−j fªbL fªbL HL HL¢V AdÉ¡uz fË¢a¢V
AdÉ¡−u L¡¢mc¡p h¢ZÑa ¢h¢iæ f¡¢M ®kje l¡Sqwp,
Qœ²h¡L, hm¡L¡ J p¡lp, ¢nM£ J p¡¢lL¡, Q¡aL,
®œ²±’, ®L¡¢Lm, q¡¢la, f¡l¡ha, Q−L¡l, ju§l
fËi¢« al E−õM J p¢Qœ hZÑe¡ ®kje l−u−R ®ajeC
HLC p¡−b Bd¤¢eL fr£a−šÄl ¢hQ¡−l ®p…¢ml
B−m¡Qe¡J l−u−Rz ay¡l ¢e−Sl ®mM¢e−a ""−jOc§−a ®k pjÙ¹ f¡¢Ml E−õM qCu¡−R
a¡q¡−cl Bd¤¢eL °h‘¡¢eL f¢lQu L£ ®p
pð−å N−hoZ¡l k−bø Ahpl Bj¡−cl
¢n¢ra pj¡−S B−R, ®j−Ol p−‰ a¡q¡−cl
¢e¢hs pÇf−LÑl Lb¡ L¡hÉj−dÉ ®cM¡ k¡u,
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-- eªaÉfl Lm¡f£ fîÑ−a ¢WL L£ i¢‰j¡u
Lm¡f ¢hÙ¹¡l L¢lu¡ ®jO pwhÜÑe¡u avfl
qu, ®j−Ol BNj−e NiÑ¡d¡erZ f¢lQu
f¡Cu¡ hm¡L¡ e−i¡jä−m BhÜj¡m¡ qCu¡
E¢su¡ ®hs¡uz ¢nfË¡a−V ¢hQlZn£m p¡lp
fV¥ jcÚL−m A¿¹l£r Ly¡f¡Cu¡ ®a¡−m,
Q¡a−Ll e¡c j¤ýÑj§ýx ö¢e−a f¡Ju¡ k¡u,
hoÑ¡N−j ¢hp¢Lpmuf¡−bu j¤−M L¢lu¡
j¡e−p¡vL l¡Sqwp L£ E−Ÿ−nÉ °Lm¡p
fkÑ¿¹ ®jOc§−al pqk¡œ£ qC−a fËu¡p£ qu,
a¡q¡−L ¢N¢lcl£ m´Oe L¢lu¡ qwpà¡l ¢cu¡
fhÑa A¢aœ²j L¢l−a qu -- jq¡L¢h
h¢ZÑa ¢epNÑ cª−nÉl ¢h¢Qœ B−hø−e ¢hq−‰l
Af§hÑ S£hem£m¡ fr£a−šÄl ¢cL qC−a
B−m¡Qe¡l ¢hou£i¨a e¡ qC−m Bj¡−cl
i¡−m¡ L¢lu¡ h¤¢Th¡l p¤¤¢hd¡ qu e¡ Eq¡
Bd¤¢eL B¢h×L«a °h‘¡¢eL p−aÉl p−‰
¢Ll©f p¡j”pÉ lr¡ L¢l−a−R...z''
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fË¢a AdÉ¡u−LC ®mML HCi¡−h L¡¢mc¡−pl
hZÑe¡, ®jOc§−al Ae¤h¡cL ®q¡−lp ECmpeÚ Hl
hÉ¡MÉ¡, qÉ¡¢jmVe, S¡¢XÑe, ®j¡lœ²gVÚ , ¢ge fËi«¢a
S£h¢hc ab¡ fr£¢h−cl B−m¡Qe¡−L ¢j¢m−u−Rez
hC¢V p¡d¤i¡o¡ J pwú«a−Oyo¡ AfËQ¢ma
h¡wm¡u ®mM¡ h−m haÑj¡e fËS−eÈl L¡−R qu−a¡
Ae¡u¡p ü¡µR¾cÉ−h¡d q−h e¡, ¢L¿¹¥ H hÉ¢a−l−L
pwú«a p¡¢q−aÉ ®mM−Ll pjÉL f¢lQu J
°h‘¡¢eL fr£a−šÄl Ni£l ‘¡e hC¢V−L BSJ
BLoÑZ£u L−l ®l−M−Rz Efl¿¹¥ f¡Je¡ - hC¢Vl
®n−o ®mMLL«a L¡¢mc¡−pl f¡¢Ml a¡¢mL¡ ®kM¡−e
f¡n¡f¡¢n l−u−R f¡¢M−cl pwú«a e¡j, Cw−lS£
e¡j J °h‘¡¢eL e¡jz
hC¢V−a pw−k¡¢Sa lP£e J p¡c¡ L¡−m¡
¢Qœ¡hm£J (q¡−a ByL¡ R¢h J g−V¡NË¡g) Bj¡−cl
cª¢ø BLoÑZ L−lz

সু জাতা মিশ্র

pq-NË¿Û¡N¡¢lL, ¢c H¢nu¡¢VL ®p¡p¡C¢V
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Birds in Our Lives,
Ashish Kothari, Universities Press (India) Pvt. Ltd.,
2007, Paperback, pp. 292
If there is one book
to recommend for the
perusal of either a layman
or a budding researcher
who wants to obtain an
all encompassing knowledge about every aspect
of Indian ornithological
studies, it is quite apt to
pick up this book by Ashish Kothari. In the seven chapters and four annexures
that the book is carefully divided into, the topics of discussion range from the distribution of bird life in the varied
topographic and climatic zones of India along with their
behavioural pattern like migration, to the study of birds
as a part and parcel of the Indian cultural and historical
traditions, the significance of bird life in Indian economy,
as well as the conservation strategies adopted to secure
the avian population from the human generated perils.
Although lacking footnotes and references for the facts
stated, there is a detailed, though not comprehensive,
bibliography of books and journals referred to by the
author for each chapter that clearly divulges the richness of the content of this book. Added to the lucidity
of both language and theme, what pins the attention of
the reader is a host of coloured photographs, many of
which are accredited to the author himself.
In the first chapter on the zoo-geographic distribution
of birds, the author identifies the natural and human factors involved, particularly the ones which determine the
variations in the composition and abundance of birds in
the different ecosystems. He contends that even though
artificial ecosystems have been created and dominated
by humans, the natural ones far supersede the former.
Further, more than reading a huge amount of literature
on ornithology, he stresses on gathering field experience
to obtain a better knowledge of the birds.
Writing about the integral relation of birds with Indian
cultural ethos in the second chapter, the writer mentions
about how the communities living in close proximity to nature have woven their legends featuring some
birds and used them in indigenous art forms, especially

the aboriginals, pastoralists and
fisherfolk. The folklore traditions
centring on birds have also been
associated with Buddhist Jatakas
and Sanskrit texts like Panchatantra and Hitopadesh. He asserts
that human language is integrally
related to the physical and natural
world that surrounds it, and this is
reflected in our literary and artistic traditions beginning from the
prehistoric period down to the historical era through the ancient, medieval, colonial and post-colonial
periods in the Indian context. He
even mentions of the bird imagery
that have been used in the forms of
Indian classical dance and drama.
The third chapter, mostly based
on earlier writings on history of
Indian ornithology by Salim Ali,
J.C. Daniel, Sir Norman Kinnear, et
al, deals with the historical aspects
of Indian ornithology, where the
author mentions about how bird
life has been depicted in Harappan
pottery, seals and other artefacts,
as well as in Vedic literature and
Upanishads. Interestingly, a classification of birds based on their
food habits and habitats was found
in the Chhandogya Upanishad,
which in no way is less scientific
than a similar kind of classification provided by T.C. Jerdon in his
monumental work during the
colonial period. The author, therefore, laments that such treasures
of knowledge are overlooked by
enthusiastic ornithologists in their
pursuit of knowledge. The Mughal
period, on the other hand, records
some amusing pieces of literature
on the natural history of the subcontinent, which can be looked
upon as a precursor to the systematization of empirical studies
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about bird and animal life during the imperial
regime. He notes that the British documented
their extensive and systematic ornithological observations in the subcontinent either
individually or in conjunction with the Asiatic
Society of Bengal and the Bombay Natural
History Society, especially between 1800 and
1860, whereby special mention may be made
of T.C. Jerdon, B.H. Hodgson, Edward Blyth,
A. O. Hume and others. Unlike description of
birds by painting up to the late eighteenth
century, the method of specimen collection
was adopted from the nineteenth century
onwards, which implied the development of
taxidermy. By the beginning of the twentieth
century, the use of field glasses and photographic equipment came into vogue, working
as a rudimentary pointer to the practices of
bird conservation. It was around this period
that the first eminent Indian ornithologist of
great repute, Salim M. A. Ali (1896-1987) by
name, appeared in the field, who went on to
make his mark with the documentation of his
innumerable insightful and intricate observations individually and in partnership with S.
Dillon Ripley, Dato Loke Wan Tho, Whistler et
al. Kothari enlisted several Indian and foreign
ornithologists in the post-independence period who enriched our knowledge on Indian
ornithology, as well as various voluntary organizations and societies dedicated to the study
and conservation of wildlife, some of which are
solely concerned with ornithology. He also
mentions of academic and governmental institutions that are working hard to augment our
knowledge on the subject, even to the extent
of offering degrees and courses on the same
or creating a database on birds and bringing
out newsletters.
Kothari embarks on a detailed study of the
migratory patterns of bird species in his next
chapter, drawing our attention to the enigma
of the whole process and theories regarding
the same, and arguing that the phenomenon
of migration itself still remains a mystery. He
notes that about 320 species, constituting
around a quarter of the subcontinent’s avian
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population, are migrants, apart from some 70
vagrants. He writes about the time of migration, and provides marvellous facts about
the great distances covered by the birds at
astonishing speed, sometimes soaring to incredible heights. He also mentions about the
systematic study of such migratory patterns
by ringing methods, undertaken by the BNHS
in the 1950s.
In the fifth chapter, the author takes up the
issue of the economic dependence of humans
on birds, especially as a natural agent in controlling pests, as well as the vital role birds play
in pollination and germination, scavenging,
providing natural fertilizers and food, and in
a myriad other ways. However, he also talks
about how as an agent of pollination birds act
banefully in spreading exotic weeds like the
lantana camara and at times even act as crop
raiders and carriers of diseases like the bird flu.
He even touches upon the issue of collisions
of aircraft with birds and the perils to bird life
due to human want for body parts of birds for
decorative and medicinal purposes.
Kothari deals extensively with the threats
to bird life in the next chapter and holds
human pursuits responsible for the decline
in bird population in India, especially in the
nineteenth and twentieth century, endangering the existence of quite a few species.
Hunting for sport and for the pot, trapping
by decoy and other methods, destruction of
bird habitats by tampering with the natural
eco-systems, building of dams and urban
spaces, mining activities, polluting water bodies, rebuilding grasslands, shifting cultivation,
expansion of agrarian frontiers, trading in live
birds which are often inhumanly dealt with,
and the use of toxic pesticides over the years
have been hazardous to the existence of birds
and the rate of decline of certain species is
on the rise. He provides alarming instances
of how certain species have been affected by
such human activities.
The last chapter takes up the issue of bird
conservation, mentioning about India’s religious and spiritual beliefs and practices, and
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social protection that have been the forbearers
of a long tradition of conservation, along with
royal decrees, community conservation, legal
measures and scientific techniques that have
successfully ensured the sustenance of bird
habitats and restrained the destruction of bird
life by imposing closed seasons for hunting
or total ban on it. The entire ecosystem has
been protected in some parts of India, like
Vedanthangal in Tamil Nadu, Kokkare Bellur
in Karnataka and Kheechan in Rajasthan. He
touches upon the measures undertaken by
the Wild Birds and Animals (Protection) Act
of 1912 that introduced a system of granting licences to hunters and declaring close
seasons for hunting some species of birds
and animals during their breeding seasons;
and the Wild Life (Protection) Act of 1972 that
launched significant measures to restrict habitat destruction by creating specially protected
areas, control trade in wildlife products, render
protection to certain species by enlisting them
in Schedules I to V and by creating advisory
boards and appointing staff to protect wildlife. He writes also about the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) signed in 1973,
to contain trade in threatened species of live
birds and other similar governmental policies.
He mentions the notable contributions of the
various NGOs and local communities in effective management of several wetlands which
constitute important bird habitats.
Writing about the necessity of captive
breeding of birds to protect endangered species, Ashish Kothari does not overlook the
deplorable states of zoos which are areas of
such ex-situ conservation, where he identifies a lack of expertise. Therefore he stresses
upon the importance of international treaties
and organizations that have played a positive role in bird conservation and protection,
though not without a few snags. He upholds
the significant part played by the citizens in
such ventures, and particularly mentions the
demonstration against the Government of India’s decision to allow the Saudi Arabian royal

family to hunt bustards in Rajasthan violating
its own laws, in order to obtain easier flow of
the Arabian oil into the country. He himself
was a part of that demonstration, which was
successful in saving the bustards. However,
the alienation of the communities living in the
peripheral zones of the protected areas has
only embittered the relation between nature
and humans. Hence he prescribes a phased
out method in explaining the population living in fringe areas about the importance of
conserving the area and offering them jobs
as forest guards, instead of drastic relocation
of the population, denying them complete
usage of the forests. Denial of grazing rights,
he writes, played havoc by turning wetlands
into grasslands, which proved detrimental to
both bird variety and population. Similarly,
instead of alienating the traders altogether
by banning trade in wildlife, they could have
been provided with alternate livelihood by
appointing them as forest guards and zoo
keepers by utilizing their knowledge about
wildlife, thus promoting community-based
eco-tourism. Contending that most bird
sanctuaries are ill-equipped, under-staffed
and under-researched, he advocated after
his twenty-years of personal experience in
bird-watching, that a great deal of research is
imminent on the status of various birds and
their relationship with specific habitats, with
respect to human impact on their sustenance,
since there is no single solution to the diverse
problems. The book ends with four annexures
that provide a ready reference to an extensive
list of threatened birds of India, an updated
list of important regions of bird conservation,
numbering to a whopping 466, a list of Ramsar
sites in India for bird conservation in wetland
areas along with a brief description about each
site, and a list of Indian and foreign journals
on ornithology.
Basabdutta Chanda
Assistant Professor & Head,
Department of History, Sukanta College
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